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Summary

At the previous AMCP/WG/D meeting and at AMCP/5, a procedure for incorporating VDL Mode 3 material into
Annex 10 Vol III, part 1, Chapter 6 (VHF Air-Ground Digital Link) was presented.  This procedure was based on
ANC guidelines to Panels for generating SARPs material and on the common features among the VDL SARPs.   Part
of the procedure included the drafting of replacement material for Chapter 6 of Annex 10.  The draft replacement
material is provided in this Working Paper. Any detailed specification information removed from Annex 10 Chapter
6 will be placed in a new Manual on VHF Digital Link Technical Specifications.
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I.  Introduction

This working paper presents material to address the process of incorporating Standards and
Recommended Practices (SARPs) for Mode 3 of the VHF Digital Link (VDL) into Annex 10.
Currently, Annex 10 contains VDL Modes 1 and 2 SARPs.

The method for incorporating Mode 3 material into Annex 10 has been influenced by two ideas.
First, the Air Navigation Commission's (ANC's) guidelines to ANC Panels for development of
SARPs material calls for the division of the material into two sections.  The first section contains
material primarily of a fundamental regulatory nature, while the second section contains more
detailed technical material.  The material included in the first section should be more stable and
of a general nature.  Material in the second section should include more detailed specifications
and procedural information and could have more of an evolutionary character.

The second influence is the understanding that, due to common system features, the VDL Mode
3 SARPs has been written with references to VDL Modes 1 and 2 SARPs and in such a manner
that the Mode 3 material could be easily integrated into the Modes 1 and 2 material.  The
interrelationship is such that in order to best obtain a full understanding of the VDL Mode 3
specifications, the integration of the Modes 1, 2 and 3 SARPs is necessary.

II.  Previous Work

At AMCP/WG/D8, December 1997, the Mode 3 Sub-Group presented a proposal for
incorporating VDL Mode 3 SARPs into Annex 10.  A similar, but more specific procedure was
then presented at AMCP/5.  This procedure is summarized as follows:

1.  Move VDL Mode 1 and 2 detailed, technical material currently in Annex 10, Vol. III, part 1,
Chapter 6 intact to a supplement to Annex 10 titled "Manual on VHF Digital Link Technical
Specifications".   Add Mode 3 detailed, technical protocol material to the "Manual on VHF
Digital Link Technical Specifications" (i.e. integrate into the Modes 1 and 2 SARPs material).

2.  Development replacement Chapter 6 material to be incorporated into Annex 10, Vol. III, part
1.  This material should address the VDL SARPs as a whole (Modes 1, 2 and 3) and satisfy the
criteria in the ANC guidelines.

3.  Update guidance material in Annex 10 (Attachment B to Part 1 of Vol. III) to reflect the
introduction of VDL Mode 3.

4.  Re-title the "Manual on the Implementation of VHF Digital Link (VDL) Modes 1 and 2"
currently being prepared for publication by ICAO as "Manual on the Implementation of VHF
Digital Link (VDL), Volume I".

5.  Include the available implementation-related material on VDL Mode 3 in a new Volume 2 of
the Manual referred to in point 4 above.
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The figure below depicts the proposed end state of the VDL document structure in Annex 10 and
its supplements.

III.  Conclusion

The material in this Working Paper addresses item number 2 in the procedure provided above.
Attached is draft proposed replacement material to be incorporated into Chapter 6 of Annex 10,
Volume III, part 1.  This material includes regulatory, basic interoperability, and physical layer
protocol information.  Also included is general/introductory material related to data-link and
higher protocols. All detailed technical material relating to data-link and higher protocols will be
moved to the Manual on VDL Technical Specifications.

The draft Annex 10 Chapter 6 replacement material is shown with strikethrough and underline to
indicate changes from the current Annex 10 Chapter 6.  Underline is used to indicate the addition
of material to the main body of Annex 10.  Strikethrough is used primarily to indicate material
which will be moved to the Manual on VDL Technical Specifications.  On occasion,
strikethrough is used to strike material which prohibits the VDL SARPs from being applicable to
all modes of operation, including Mode 3.

Annex 10,
Vol III, Part 1

Supplements
to Annex 10

Chapter 6
(Material of a fundamental

regulatory nature,
basic interoperability

requirements)

Guidance Material
(Attachment B to Part 1 of Vol III)

(Mode 3 material added)

Manual on VDL
Technical Specifications 

(Detailed requirements)

Manual on the 
Implementation of VDL

(Implementation-related information)

- VDL Modes 1 & 2 SARPs detailed material
(moved intact from Annex 10, Chapter6)
- VDL Mode 3 SARPs detailed material

- Volume 1 (Modes 1 & 2 preexitsting material
moved intact)
- Volume 2 (Mode 3 specific material)
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CHAPTER 6.  VHF AIR-GROUND DIGITAL LINK (VDL)

6.1  DEFINITIONS AND
SYSTEM CAPABILITIES

The very high frequency (VHF) digital link (VDL) provides both voice and data service capability,
operating together or independently.  The data capability is a constituent mobile subnetwork of the
aeronautical telecommunication network (ATN), operating functioning in the aeronautical mobile VHF
frequency band.  In addition, the VDL may provide non-ATN functions., such as, for instance, digitized
voice. The very high frequency (VHF) digital link (VDL) Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs)
for the VDL are defined and referenced below apply to aeronautical VHF digital communications systems
operating within the aeronautical telecommunication network (ATN).

Note.  Where appropriate, references to the Manual on VDL Technical Specifications have been
included in the SARPs.

6.1.1  Definitions

Aeronautical telecommunications network. An internetwork architecture that allows ground, air-ground,
and aircraft data subnetworks to interoperate by adopting common interface services and protocols
based on the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
Reference Model.

Aircraft address. A unique combination of 24 bits available for assignment to an aircraft for the purpose of
air-ground communications, navigation and surveillance.

Asynchronous balanced mode. A balanced operational mode in which a data link connection has been
established between two service access points. Either data link entity can send commands at any time
and initiate responses without receiving permission from the peer data link entity on the connection.

Asynchronous disconnected mode. A balanced non-operational mode in which no logical data link
connection exists between two link layer entities. A connection must be established before data can be
sent.

ATN router. An intermediate system used to interconnect subnetworks conforming to the lower three layers
of the OSI reference model.

Autotune function. The function, performed by the link management entity, allows a ground station to
command an aircraft to change frequencies.

Broadcast. A transmission intended to be received by all stations.

Broadcast handoff. The process by which a ground LME commands certain aircraft to execute a link
handoff and optionally maintain its current subnetwork connections, without the need to explicitly
confirm the link handoff or optionally the subnetwork connection maintenance.

Broadcast link handoff. The process by which a ground LME commands certain aircraft to execute a link
handoff to a specific ground station without the need to explicitly confirm the link handoff.
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Broadcast subnetwork connection handoff. The process by which a ground LME commands certain
aircraft to execute a link handoff to a specific ground station and maintain its current subnetwork
connections without the need to explicitly confirm the link handoff or the subnetwork connection
maintenance.

Current link (or current ground station). Either the ground-to-aircraft link or the active link when in the
process of a handoff.

Data circuit-terminating equipment. A DCE is a network provider equipment used to facilitate
communications between DTEs.

Data link entity. A protocol state machine capable of setting up and managing a single data link connection.

Data link service sub-layer. The sub-layer that resides above the MAC sub-layer. The DLS manages the
transmit queue, creates and destroys DLEs for connection-oriented communications, provides facilities
for the LME to manage the DLS, and provides facilities for connectionless communications.

Data terminal equipment. A DTE is an endpoint of a subnetwork connection.

Effective data rate. The actual instantaneous data throughput realized after overheads imposed by bit
stuffing and by any forward error correction encoding, but not retransmissions.

Expedited subnetwork connection establishment. The process by which an aircraft DTE establishes a
subnetwork connection with a ground DTE with which it does not have a subnetwork connection during
link establishment (or aircraft-initiated handoff) by inserting the CALL REQUEST packet and its
response in the link establishment (or aircraft-initiated handoff) frame and its response.

Expedited subnetwork connection maintenance. The process by which an aircraft or ground DTE
maintains a subnetwork connection with a DTE with which it has a subnetwork connection during link
handoff by inserting the CALL REQUEST packet and its response in the link handoff frame and its
response.

Explicit subnetwork connection establishment. The process by which an aircraft DTE establishes a
subnetwork connection with a ground DTE with which it does not have a subnetwork connection only
after completing the link establishment (or handoff).

Explicit subnetwork connection maintenance. The process by which an aircraft DTE maintains a
subnetwork connection with a ground DTE with which it has a subnetwork connection only after
completing the link handoff.

Frame. The link layer frame is composed of a sequence of address, control, FCS and information fields,
bracketed by opening and closing flag sequences. A valid frame is at least 11 octets in length and
contains an address field (8 octets), a link control field (1 octet) and a frame check sequence (2 octets).
A frame may or may not include a variable-length information field.

Initiated handoff. The transmission process by which a station initiates link handoff.

Internetworking protocol. A protocol that transfers data packets between intermediate systems and end
systems interconnected by subnetworks and that is supported by the routing protocols and addressing
plan.

Link. A link connects an aircraft DLE and a ground DLE and is uniquely specified by the combination of
aircraft DLS address and the ground DLS address. A different subnetwork entity resides above every
link endpoint.
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Link establishment. The process by which an aircraft and a ground LME discover each other, determine to
communicate with each other, decide upon the communication parameters, create a link and initialize its
state before beginning communications.

Link handoff. The process by which peer LMEs, already in communication with each other, create a link
between an aircraft and a new ground station before disconnecting the old link between the aircraft and
the current ground station.

Link layer. The layer that lies immediately above the physical layer in the Open Systems Interconnection
protocol model. The link layer provides for the reliable transfer of information across the physical
media. It is subdivided into the data link sub-layer and the media access control sub-layer.

Link management entity. A protocol state machine capable of acquiring, establishing, and maintaining a
connection to a single peer system. An LME establishes data link and subnetwork connections, “hands-
off” those connections, and manages the media access control sub-layer and physical layer. An aircraft
LME tracks how well it can communicate with the ground stations of a single ground system. An aircraft
VME instantiates an LME for each ground station that it monitors. Similarly, the ground VME
instantiates an LME for each aircraft that it monitors. An LME is deleted when communication with the
peer system is no longer viable.

Media access control (MAC). The sub-layer that acquires the data path and controls the movement of bits
over the data path.

Multicast. A transmission intended to be received by multiple stations.

Network layer. The layer that provides the upper layers with independence from the data transmission and
routing functions used to connect systems. The network layer is responsible for routing and relaying
functions both within any subnetwork and throughout the aeronautical internetworking domain.

New link (or new ground station). After successful completion of handoff (or link establishment), the new
“current” link.

N(r). The receive sequence number at the link layer, which indicates the sequence number of the next
expected frame (and explicitly acknowledges all lesser numbered frames).

N(s). The send sequence number at the link layer, which indicates the sequence number associated with a
transmitted frame.

Old link (or old ground station). Following link establishment during a handoff, the link that was
previously the “current” link becomes the “old” link.

Physical layer. The lowest level layer in the Open Systems Interconnection protocol model. The physical
layer is concerned with the transmission of binary information over the physical medium (e.g. VHF
radio).

Private parameters. The parameters that are contained in exchange identity (XID) frames and that are
unique to the VHF digital link environment.

Proposed link (or proposed ground station). The link being negotiated (in a handoff) to replace the current
link.

Quality of service. The information relating to data transfer characteristics used by various communication
protocols to achieve various levels of performance for network users.
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Requested handoff. The one-transmission process by which a station requests its peer entity to initiate a
link handoff.

Service primitives. The status and control information that must be available to the receiving entity to
properly process incoming information. A service primitive may contain parameters. If parameters exist,
they describe information that is defined either as mandatory (M) or optional (O) for conformance to a
particular communications standard.

Service provider. An entity at a layer that provides services to the layer above. These services are provided
at service access points through the use of service primitives.

Service user. An entity at a layer that makes use of the services that are provided at service access points by
the layer below through the use of service primitives.

Subnetwork connection. A long-term association between an aircraft DTE and a ground DTE using
successive virtual calls to maintain context across link handoffs.

Subnetwork connection maintenance. The process by which the VDL SNDCF maintains subnetwork
context from one subnetwork connection to the next during handoffs.

Subnetwork connection management. The process by which the VDL SNDCF initially establishes a
connection and then maintains it during handoffs.

Subnetwork dependent convergence facility (SNDCF). A facility that matches the characteristics and
services of a particular subnetwork to those characteristics and services required by the internetwork
facility.

Subnetwork entity. In this document, the phrase “ground DCE” will be used for the subnetwork entity in a
ground station communicating with an aircraft; the phrase “ground DTE” will be used for the
subnetwork entity in a ground router communicating with an aircraft station; and, the phrase “aircraft
DTE” will be used for the subnetwork entity in an aircraft communicating with the station. A
subnetwork entity is a packet layer entity as defined in ISO 8208.

Subnetwork layer. The layer that establishes, manages, and terminates connections across a subnetwork.

System. A VDL-capable entity. A system comprises one or more stations and the associated VDL
management entity. A system may either be an aircraft system or a ground system.

T. The baud period or 1/baud rate.

Unicast. A transmission addressed to a single station.

VDL management entity. A VDL-specific entity that provides the quality of service requested by the ATN-
defined SN_SME. A VME uses the LMEs (that it creates and destroys) to enquire the quality of service
available from peer systems.

VDL station. A VDL-capable entity. A VDL station may either be an aircraft station or a ground station. A
VDL station is a physical entity that transmits and receives frames over the air-ground interface and
comprises, at a minimum: a physical layer, media access control sub-layer, and a unique DLS address.
The particular initiating process (i.e. DLE or LME) in the VDL station cannot be determined by the
source DLS address. The particular destination process cannot be determined by the destination DLS
address. These can only be determined by the context of these frames as well as the current operational
state of the DLEs.
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6.1.2  Modes of Operation

6.1.2.1    Mode 1 shall be a Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) data only mode which utilizes a low
speed physical layer.

6.1.2.2    Mode 2 shall be a CSMA data only mode utilizing a high speed physical layer.

6.1.2.3     Mode 3 shall be a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) integrated voice and data mode
utilizing a high speed physical layer.

6.1.2.2    
  6.1.2  3  Radio channels and

 functional channels

6.1.23.1    Aircraft station radio frequency range. An aircraft shall be capable of tuning to any of the
760 25-kHz channels from 118.000 MHz through 136.975 Mhzin the range specified in Section 6.1.5.1.1
within 100 milliseconds of after the receipt of the autotunea tuning command.

6.1.23.2    Ground station radio frequency range. A ground station shall be capable of operating on its
assigned channel within the spectrum detailed in 6.1.23.1.

6.1.23.3    Common signalling channel. Frequency 136.975 MHz shall be used as a world-wide common
signalling channel (CSC) for VDL Mode 2 to announce the availability of any VDL Mode 2 services.

6.1.3  4  System capabilities

The VDL communications functions shall meet the general requirements in 6.1.34.1 through 6.1.34.4 5
below.

6.1.34.1    Data transparency. The VDL system shall provide code-independent, byte-independent
transfer of data.

6.1.34.2    Broadcast. The VDL system shall provide link layer broadcast services.

6.1.34.3    Connection management. The VDL system shall establish and maintain a reliable
communications path between the aircraft and the ground system while allowing but not requiring manual
intervention.

Note.— In this context “reliable” is defined by the BER requirement specified in 6.3.5.1.

6.1.34.4    Ground network transition. A VDL-equipped aircraft shall transition from one ground station
to another when circumstances dictate and according to the procedure associated with the mode of
operation.

6.1.4.5    Voice capability.  The VDL Mode 3 system shall support a real time, half duplex voice
operation based on a “Listen-Before-Push-To-Talk” channel access.

6.1.4  5  Air-ground VHF digital
link communications

system characteristics
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6.1.45.1    The characteristics of the air-ground VHF digital link (VDL) communications system used in
the international aeronautical mobile service shall be in conformity with the following specifications:

6.1.45.1.1    The radio frequencies used shall be selected from the radio frequencies in the band 117.975
- 137 MHz in accordance with the conditions of Radio Regulation 595. The lowest assignable frequency
shall be 118.000 MHz and the highest assignable frequency shall be 136.975 MHz. The separation between
assignable frequencies (channel spacing) shall be 25 kHz.

Note.— Volume V specifies that the block of frequencies from 136.9 - 136.975 MHz inclusive is
reserved for VHF air-ground digital communications.

6.1.45.1.2    The design polarization of emissions shall be vertical.

6.2  SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE GROUND INSTALLATION

6.2.1  Ground station
transmitting function

6.2.1.1    Frequency stability. The radio frequency of VDL ground station equipment operation shall not
vary more than plus or minus 0.0002 per cent (2 parts per million) from the assigned frequency.

Note.— The frequency stability for VDL ground stations using DSB-AM modulation is specified in
Volume III, Part II, Chapter 2 for 25 kHz channel spacing.

6.2.2  Power

Recommendation.—The effective radiated power should be such as to provide a field strength of at
least 75 microvolts per metre (minus 109 dBW/m2) within the defined operational coverage of the facility,
on the basis of free-space propagation.

6.2.3  Spurious emissions

6.2.3.1    Spurious emissions shall be kept at the lowest value which the state of the technique and the
nature of the service permit.

Note.—Appendix 8 to the Radio Regulations contains the tolerances for the levels of spurious emissions
to which transmitters must conform in accordance with Radio Regulation 304.

6.2.4  Adjacent channel emissions

6.2.4.1    The amount of power from a VDL ground transmitter under all operating conditions when
measured over the 25 kHz channel bandwidth of the first adjacent channel shall not exceed 0 dBm.

6.2.4.2    The amount of power from a VDL ground transmitter under all operating conditions when
measured over the 25 kHz channel bandwidth of the second adjacent channel shall be less than minus 25
dBm and from thereon it shall monotonically decrease at the minimum rate of 5 dB per octave to a
maximum value of minus 52 dBm.
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6.2.4.3    The amount of power from a VDL ground transmitter under all operating conditions when
measured over a 16 kHz channel bandwidth centred on the first adjacent channel shall not exceed minus 20
dBm.

 6.3  SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE AIRBORNE INSTALLATION

6.3.1    Frequency stability. The radio frequency of VDL airborne equipment shall not vary more than
plus or minus 0.0005 per cent (5 parts per million) from the assigned frequency.

Note.—The frequency stability for VDL airborne stations using DSB-AM modulation is specified in
Volume III,  Part II, Chapter 2 for 25 kHz channel spacing.

6.3.2    Power. The effective radiated power shall be such as to provide a field strength of at least 20
microvolts per metre (minus 120 dBW/m2) (minus 87 dBm) on the basis of free space propagation, at
ranges and altitudes appropriate to the operational conditions pertaining to the areas over which the aircraft
is operated.

6.3.3  Spurious emissions

6.3.3.1    Spurious emissions shall be kept at the lowest value which the state of the technique and the
nature of service permit.

Note.— Appendix 8 to the Radio Regulations contains the tolerances for the levels of spurious emission
to which transmitters must conform in accordance with Radio Regulation 304.

 6.3.4  Adjacent channel emissions

6.3.4.1    The amount of power from a VDL airborne transmitter under all operating conditions when
measured over the 25 kHz channel bandwidth of the first adjacent channel shall not exceed 0 dBm.

6.3.4.2    The amount of power from a VDL airborne transmitter under all operating conditions when
measured over the 25 kHz channel bandwidth of the second adjacent channel shall be less than minus 25
dBm and from thereon it shall monotonically decrease at the minimum rate of 5 dB per octave to a
maximum value of minus 52 dBm.

6.3.4.3    The amount of power from a VDL airborne transmitter under all operating conditions when
measured over a 16 kHz channel bandwidth centred on the first adjacent channel shall not exceed minus 20
dBm.

6.3.5  Receiving function

6.3.5.1    Specified error rate. The specified error rate for Mode 2 operation shall be the maximum
corrected Bit Error Rate (BER) of 1 in 104.  The specified error rate for Mode 3 operation shall be the
maximum uncorrected BER of 1 in 103.

6.3.5.2    Sensitivity. The receiving function shall satisfy the specified error rate with a desired signal
strength of not more than 20 microvolts per metre (minus 120 dBW/m2) (minus 87 dBm).
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Note.— The required signal strength at the edge of the service volume takes into account the
requirements of the system and signal losses within the system, and considers environmental noise sources.

6.3.5.3    Undesired signal rejection. The receiving function shall satisfy the specified error rate with a
desired signal field strength of not more than 40 microvolts per metre (minus 114 dBW/m2) (minus 81
dBm) and with an undesired signal on the adjacent or any other assignable channel at least most 40 dB
higher than the desired signal.

6.3.5.3.1    Recommendation.— The receiving function should satisfy the specified error rate with a
desired signal field strength of not more than 40 microvolts per metre (minus 114 dBW/m2) (minus 81
dBm) and with an undesired signal on the adjacent or any other assignable channel at least 60 dB higher
than the desired signal.

Note.— Guidance material on the measurement technique is included in Annex 10, Volume V,
Attachment A, section 7.

6.3.5.4  INTERFERENCE

IMMUNITY PERFORMANCE

6.3.5.4.1    The receiving function shall satisfy the specified error rate with a desired field strength of not
more than 40 microvolts per metre, and with one or more out-of-band signals, except for VHF FM
broadcast signals, having a total level at the receiver input of minus 33 dBm.

Note.—In areas where adjacent higher band signal interference exceeds this specification, a higher
immunity requirement will apply.

6.3.5.4.2    The receiving function shall satisfy the specified error rate with a desired field strength of not
more than 40 microvolts per metre, and with one or more VHF FM broadcast signals having a total level at
the receiver input of minus 5 dBm.

6.4  PHYSICAL LAYER
PROTOCOLS AND SERVICES

The aircraft and ground stations shall access the physical medium operating in simplex mode.

6.4.1  Functions

6.4.1.1    The physical layer shall provide the following functions:

a) transmitter and receiver frequency control;

b) data digital reception by the receiver;

c) data digital transmission by the transmitter; and

d) notification services.

Note.  Digital implies both digitized voice and data.

6.4.1.1.1    Transmitter/receiver frequency control. The VDL physical layer shall set the transmitter or
receiver frequency as commanded by the link management entity (LME).
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Note.— The LME is a Link layer entity specified in the Manual on VDL Technical Specifications6.5.

6.4.1.1.2    Data Digital reception by the receiver. Signals received shall be decoded so that they may be
accurately read at the higher layers.

6.4.1.1.3    Data Digital transmission. The VDL physical layer shall appropriately encode the data
received from the data link layer and transmit it information received from higher layers over the RF
channel.

6.4.1.1.4    Notification services. The operational parameters of the equipment shall be monitored at the
physical layer. Signal quality analysis shall be performed on the demodulator evaluation process and on the
receive evaluation process; this analysis shall be normalized between a scale of 0 and 15, where 0 to 3 is
considered poor, 4 to 12 is adequate, and 13 to 15 is excellent.

Note.— Processes that may be evaluated in the demodulator include BER, SNR, and timing jitter.
Processes that may be evaluated in the receiver include received signal level and group delay.

6.4.1.1.4.1    Recommendation.— The signal quality analysis should be based on received signal
strength.

6.4.2  Mode 1 framesphysical layer

6.4.2.1    To transmit a sequence of frames, a station shall insert the bit numbers and flags (as per
6.5.3.3.1with aviation VHF link control (AVLC) frame format as specified in the Manual on VDL
Technical Specifications), prepend the training sequence (as per 6.4.2.1.3with AVLC frame format as
specified in the Manual on VDL Technical Specifications) and finally encode and modulate the RF signal
(as per 6.4.2.1.1, 6.4.2.1.1.1 and 6.4.2.1.4).

6.4.2.1.1    Modulation scheme. Mode 1 shall use an amplitude-modulated minimum shift keying (AM-
MSK) modulation scheme, which is a constant-phase, frequency shift keying technique using two tones. The
presence of the lower tone of a tone pair shall indicate a bit change from the previous bit. The presence of
the higher tone shall indicate that there is no bit change. The phases of the two tones shall be chosen so that
the minimum phase discontinuity occurs at the interface with the preceding bit and so that the amplitude of
each tone is zero at the bit transition. The slope of the waveforms at the end of a bit cell shall be positive for
a binary one and negative for a binary zero.

6.4.2.1.1.1    Phase continuity. Phase coherence shall be maintained through the transmission media for
successful decoding at the receiving end. The establishment of correct phase relationships shall be
performed by the ground and aircraft decoding hardware during the continuous wave (CW) tone segment of
the training sequence.

6.4.2.1.2    Modulation rate. Mode 1 shall provide for binary ones and binary zeros to be modulated by
using 1200-Hz and 2400-Hz tones, producing data transmission at a bit rate of 2 400 bits/s ± 0.02 per cent.

6.4.2.1.3    Training sequence. Data transmission shall begin with a demodulator training sequence
consisting of three segments:

a) transmitter power stabilization;

b) continuous wave tone; and

c) bit ambiguity resolution.
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Note.— Immediately after these segments, an AVLC frame with the format specified in 6.5.3.3.1the
Manual on VDL Technical Specifications follows.

6.4.2.1.3.1    Transmitter power stabilization. The first segment of the training sequence is the
transmitter power stabilization, which shall consist of no more than 128 binary ones. The transmitter shall
be within 90 per cent of the steady state power level by the end of the transmitter power stabilization
segment.

Note.— It is not necessary to transmit all 128 ones. The next phase of the training sequence should
begin as soon as the transmitter has reached 90 per cent power output.

6.4.2.1.3.2    Continuous wave tone. After the transmitter has stabilized, a CW tone consisting of 88
binary ones, shall be transmitted.

6.4.2.1.3.3    Bit ambiguity resolution. The third segment of the training sequence shall consist of the
unique word 1101 0101 0101 0100 and shall be transmitted from left to right.

6.4.2.1.4    Transmission distortion. The distortion at amplitude modulation up to 90 per cent shall not
exceed 10 per cent over the modulation frequency range of 600 Hz to 6.6 kHz. Transmitted noise shall be at
least 45 dB below the level of the carrier modulated 90 per cent at 1 kHz.

6.4.3  Mode 2 framesphysical layer

6.4.3.1    To transmit a sequence of frames, a station shall insert the bit numbers and flags (with AVLC
frame format as specified in the Manual on VDL Technical Specificationsper 6.5.3.3.1), compute the
forward error correction (FEC) (per 6.4.3.1.4), interleave (per 6.4.3.1.5), prepend the training sequence (per
6.4.3.1.3), carry out bit scrambling (per 6.4.3.1.6) and finally encode and modulate the RF signal (per
6.4.3.1.1).

6.4.3.1.1    Modulation scheme. Mode 2 shall use differentially encoded 8 phase shift keying (D8PSK),
using a raised cosine filter with α = 0.6 (nominal value). The information to be transmitted shall be
differentially encoded with 3 bits per symbol (baud) transmitted as changes in phase rather than absolute
phase. The data stream to be transmitted shall be divided into groups of 3 consecutive data bits, least
significant bit first. Zeros shall be padded to the end of the transmissions if needed for the final channel
symbol.

6.4.3.1.1.1    Data encoding. A binary data stream entering a differential data encoder shall be converted
into three separate binary streams X, Y, and Z so that bits 3n form X, bits 3n + 1 form Y, and bits 3n + 2
form Z. The triplet at time k (Xk, Yk, Zk) shall be converted to a change in phase as shown in Table 6-11,
and the absolute phase φk is the accumulated series of ∆k, that is:

φk = φk-1 + ∆k

6.4.3.1.1.2    Transmitted signal form. The phase-modulated baseband signal as defined in 6.4.3.1.1.1
shall excite the pulse shape filter.

( ) ( )∑ +∞=

−∞=
−=

k

k sk kTthts ,φ

                                                          
1  All tables are located at the end of this chapter.
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where:

h is the complex impulse response of the pulse shape filter;
k is defined in 6.4.3.1.1.1;
Φ is defined by the equation in 6.4.3.1.1.1;
t is time;
Ts is time duration of each symbol.

The output (function of time) of the pulse shape filter (S(t)) shall modulate the carrier frequency. The pulse
shape filter shall have a nominal complex frequency response of a raised-cosine filter with α=0.6. The
spectral mask and the phase mask tolerance are given in Tables 6-2 and 6-3.

6.4.3.1.2    Modulation rate. The Mode 2 symbol rate shall be 10 500 symbols/second ± 0.005 per cent,
resulting in a nominal bit rate of 31 500 bits/s.

Note.— This modulation stability requirement is less stringent than the Mode 3 requirement (6.4.5.2).

6.4.3.1.3    Training sequence. Data transmission shall begin with a demodulator training sequence
consisting of five segments:

a) transmitter power stabilization and receiver automatic gain control (AGC) setting;

b) synchronization and ambiguity resolution;

c) reserved symbol;

d) transmission length; and

e) header FEC.

Note.— Immediately after these segments, an AVLC frame with the format as specified in 6.5.3.3.1the
Manual on VDL Technical Specifications follows.

6.4.3.1.3.1    Transmitter power stabilization and receiver AGC setting. The first segment of the training
sequence is the transmitter power stabilization and receiver AGC setting, which shall consist of four
symbols each representing 000. The transmitter shall be within 90 per cent of the steady state power level
by the end of the transmitter power stabilization segment.

6.4.3.1.3.1.1    Recommendation.— Although it is necessary to transmit all symbols, it is preferable for
transmitters to ramp-up to 90 per cent of steady state in no more than two symbols.

6.4.3.1.3.2    Synchronization and ambiguity resolution. The second segment of the training sequence
shall consist of the unique word:

000 010 011 110 000 001 101 110 001 100 011
111 101 111 100 010

and shall be transmitted from left to right.

6.4.3.1.3.3    Reserved symbol. The third segment of the training sequence shall consist of the single
symbol representing 000.

Note.— This field is reserved for future definition.
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6.4.3.1.3.4    Transmission length. To allow the receiver to determine the length of the final Reed-
Solomon block, the transmitter shall send a 17-bit word, from least significant bit (lsb) to most significant
bit (msb), indicating the total number of data bits that follow the header FEC.

Note.— The length does not include those bits transmitted for: the Reed Solomon FEC, extra bits
padded to ensure that the interleaver generates an integral number of 8-bit words, or the extra bits padded
to ensure that the data encoder generates an integral number of 3-bit symbols.

6.4.3.1.3.5    Header FEC. To correct bit errors in the header, a (25, 20) block code shall be computed
over the reserved symbol and the transmission length segments. The block code shall be transmitted as the
fifth segment. The encoder shall accept the header in the bit sequence that is being transmitted. The five
parity bits to be transmitted shall be generated using the following equation:

 [P1 , ... , P5] = [R1 , ... , R3 , TL1 , ... , TL17] H
T

where:

P is the parity symbol (P1 shall be transmitted first);

R is the reserved symbol;

TL is the transmission Length symbol;

T is the matrix transpose function; and

H is the parity matrix defined below:























=

10101010011110010110

11001100101011011011

11110000110011100011

11111111000011111100

11111111111100000000

H

6.4.3.1.3.6    Bit transmission order. The five parity bits of the resultant vector product shall be
transmitted from the left bit first.

6.4.3.1.4    Forward error correction. In order to improve the effective channel throughput by reducing
the number of required retransmissions, FEC shall be applied after the training sequence, regardless of
frame boundaries.

6.4.3.1.4.1    FEC calculation. The FEC coding shall be accomplished by means of a systematic fixed-
length Reed-Solomon (RS)(255,249) 28-ary code.

Note.— This code is capable of correcting up to three octets for data blocks of 249 octets (1992 bits).
Longer transmissions must be divided up into 1992 bit transmissions and shorter transmissions must be
extended by virtual fill with trailing zeros. Six RS-check octets are appended for a total block of 255 octets.

The field defining the primitive polynomial of the code shall be as follows:

( ) ( )1278 ++++= xxxxxp
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The generator polynomial shall be as follows:

( )∏
=

−
125

120i

ix α

where:

α is a primitive element of GF(256);
GF(256) is a Galois field (GF) of size 256.

Note.— The Reed-Solomon codes are described in the Recommendation for Space Data System
Standards Telemetry Channel Coding, by the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (see
Appendix A).

6.4.3.1.4.2    Block lengths. The six RS-check octets shall be calculated on blocks of 249 octets. Longer
transmissions shall be split into blocks of 249 octets, per 6.4.3.1.5 Blocks of shorter length shall be
extended to 249 octets by a virtual fill of trailing zeros. The virtual fill shall not be transmitted. Blocks shall
be coded according to 6.4.3.1.4.3 through 6.4.3.1.4.3.3.

6.4.3.1.4.3    No error correction. For blocks with 2 or fewer non-fill octets, no error correction shall be
used.

6.4.3.1.4.3.1    Single-byte error correction. For blocks with 3 to 30 non-fill octets, all six RS-check
octets shall be generated, but only the first two shall be transmitted. The last four RS-check octets shall be
treated as erasures at the decoder.

6.4.3.1.4.3.2    Two-byte error correction. For blocks with 31 to 67 non-fill octets, all six RS-check
octets shall be generated, but only the first four shall be transmitted. The last two RS-check octets shall be
treated as erasures at the decoder.

6.4.3.1.4.3.3    Three-byte error correction. For blocks with 68 or more non-fill octets, all six RS-check
octets shall be generated and transmitted.

6.4.3.1.5    Interleaving. To improve the performance of the FEC, an octet-based table-driven interleaver
shall be used. The interleaver shall create a table having 255 octets per row and c columns, where

(bits) 1992

(bits)length on transmissi
=C

where:

a) the transmission length is as defined in 6.4.3.1.3.5; and

b) c = the smallest integer greater than or equal to the value of the fraction.

After extending the data to an even multiple of 1992 bits, the interleaver shall write the transmission stream
into the first 249 octets of each row by taking each consecutive group of eight bits and storing them from
the first column to the 249th. The first bit in each group of eight bits shall be stored in the eighth bit
position; the first group of 1992 bits shall be stored in the first row, the second group of 1992 bits in the
second row, etc. After the FEC is computed on each row, the FEC data (or erasures) shall be stored in
columns 250 through 255. The interleaver shall then pass the data to the scrambler by reading out column
by column, skipping any octet which contains erasures or all fill bits. All of the bits in an octet shall be
transmitted from bit 8 to bit 1.
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On reception, the de-interleaver shall calculate the number of rows and size of the last (potentially partial)
row from the length field in the header. It shall only pass valid data bytes to the higher layer.

6.4.3.1.6    Bit scrambling. To aid clock recovery and to stabilize the shape of the transmitted spectrum,
bit scrambling shall be applied. The pseudo noise (PN) sequence shall be a 15-stage generator (see Figure
6-12) with the characteristic polynomial:

X15 + X + 1

The PN-sequence shall start after the frame synchronization pattern with the initial value 1101 0010 1011
001 with the left-most bit in the first stage of the register as per Figure 6-1. After processing each bit, the
register shall be shifted one bit to the right. For possible encryption in the future this initial value shall be
programmed. The sequence shall be added (modulo 2) to the data at the transmit side (scrambling) and to
the scrambled data at the receive side (descrambling) per Table 6-4.

Note.— The concept of a PN scrambler is explained in the International Radio Consultative Committee
(CCIR) Report 384-3, Annex III, Section 3, Method 1 (see Appendix A).

6.4.3.2  CHANNEL SENSING

6.4.3.2.1    Channel busy to idle detection. When a station receives on-channel power of at least -87
dBm for at least 5 milliseconds, then:

a) with a likelihood of 0.9, it shall continue to consider the channel occupied if the signal level is
attenuated to below -92 dBm for less than 1 millisecond; and

b) with a likelihood of 0.9, it shall consider the channel unoccupied if the signal level is attenuated to
below -92 dBm for at least 1.5 milliseconds.

Note.— The maximum link throughput available to all users is highly sensitive to the RF channel sense
delay (from the time when the channel actually changes state until a station detects and acts on that
change) and RF channel seizure delay (from the time when a station decides to transmit until the
transmitter is sufficiently ramped up to lock out other stations). Accordingly, it is imperative that all efforts
are made to reduce those times as the state-of-the-art advances.

6.4.3.2.2    Channel idle to busy detection. With a likelihood of at least 0.9, a station shall consider the
channel occupied within 1 millisecond after on-channel power rises to at least -90 dBm.

6.4.3.2.3    Recommendation.— The detection of an occupied channel should occur within 0.5
milliseconds.

Note.— A higher probability of false alarm is acceptable on the idle to busy detection than the busy to
idle detection because of the effects of the two different errors.

6.4.3.3  RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER

INTERACTION

6.4.3.3.1    Receiver to transmitter turnaround time. A station shall begin the transmission of the unique
word portion of the training sequence within 1 millisecond after terminating the receiver function. The total

                                                          
2  All figures are located at the end of this chapter.
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frequency change during the transmission of the unique word shall be less than 10 Hz. After transmission of
the unique word, the phase acceleration shall be less than 500 Hz per second.

6.4.3.3.2    Transmitter to receiver turnaround time. The transmitted power level shall decay at least by
20 dB within 0.3 milliseconds after completing a transmission. A station shall be capable of receiving and
demodulating with nominal performance, an incoming signal within 1.5 milliseconds after transmission of
the final information symbol.

6.4.4  Physical layer system
parameters for Modes 1 and 2

6.4.4.1    The physical layer shall implement the system parameters as defined in Table 6-5the Manual
on VDL Technical Specifications.

6.4.4.1.1    Parameter P1 (minimum transmission length). Parameter P1 defines the minimum
transmission length that a receiver shall be capable of demodulating without degradation of BER.

6.4.5  Mode 3 physical layer

6.4.5.1    Modulation Scheme.  The modulation scheme for Mode 3 shall be as defined in
Section 6.4.3.1.1.

6.4.5.2    Modulation Rate.  The Mode 3 symbol rate shall be 10 500 symbols/s ± 0.0005 percent,
resulting in a nominal bit rate of 31 500 bits/s.

Note.— This modulation stability requirement is more stringent than the Mode 2 requirement
(6.4.3.1.2).

6.4.5.3    Management (M) Burst and Handoff Check Message (H) Burst Uplink.  The M uplink burst
(specified in the Manual on VDL Technical Specifications) shall consist of two segments, the Training
Sequence followed by the System Data.  The H uplink burst (specified in the Manual on VDL Technical
Specifications) shall consist of two segments, the Training Sequence followed by the Handoff Check
Message.

6.4.5.3.1    Training Sequence.  Uplink M burst and H burst training sequences shall consist of two
components as follows:

• Transmitter ramp up and power stabilization

• Synchronization and Ambiguity resolution

 
 6.4.5.3.1.1    Transmitter Ramp-Up and Power Stabilization.  The first component of the training

sequence shall be the transmitter ramp up and power stabilization, which shall include a power stabilization
period of no more than  [five] symbols, each representing 000.  The transmitter shall reach at least [90%] of
nominal power no later than [3] symbol periods prior to the center of the first synchronization symbol.  The
power transmitted shall be no more than [-60 dB] with respect to the nominal output power prior to [5.5]
symbol periods before the center of the first symbol of the synchronization sequence.

 Note. The full five symbol periods must elapse prior to transmission of the synchronization and
ambiguity resolution sequence due to the slotted nature of Mode 3.
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 6.4.5.3.1.2    Synchronization and Ambiguity Resolution.  The second component of the training
sequence shall consist of the synchronization sequence-known as S2*-as follows:

 000  001  101 100  110  010  111  100  010  011  101  000  111  000  011  001

 and shall be transmitted from left to right.

 Note. The sequence S2*  is very closely related to the sequence S2 (defined in Section 6.4.5.5.1.2) .
The 15 phase changes between the 16 symbols of S2* are each exactly 180o out of phase from the 15 phase
changes associated with S2 .  This relationship can be used to simplify the process of simultaneously
searching for both sequences.

 

 6.4.5.3.2    System Data and Handoff Check Message.  The non-3T configuration (specified in the
Manual on VDL Technical Specifications) System Data shall consist of 32 transmitted symbols.  The 96
transmitted bits shall include 48 bits of information and 48 parity bits, generated as 4 Golay (24, 12)
codewords.  The 3T configuration (specified in the Manual on VDL Technical Specifications) System Data
shall consist of 128 transmitted symbols.  The 384 transmitted bits shall include 192 bits of information and
192 parity bits, generated as 16 Golay (24,12) codewords.  The 3T configuration Handoff Check Message
shall consist of 40 transmitted symbols.  The 120 transmitted bits shall include 60 bits of information and 60
parity bits, generated as 5 Golay (24,12) codewords.

 The specific definition of the Golay encoder shall be as follows:

 If the 12 bit input bit sequence is written as a row vector x, then the 24 bit output sequence can be written as
the row vector y, where y = x G, and the matrix G shall be given by:
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 Note. The extended Golay code allows for the correction of any error pattern with 3 or less bit errors
and the detection of any 4-bit error pattern.

 

 6.4.5.3.3    Transmitter Ramp-Down.  The transmitter power shall be [-60 dB] with respect to the
nominal power output no later than 2.5 symbol periods after the center of the last information symbol.

 6.4.5.4    Management (M) Burst Downlink.  The M downlink burst (specified in the Manual on VDL
Technical Specifications) shall consist of two segments, the Training Sequence followed by the System
Data.

 6.4.5.4.1    Training Sequence.  The M downlink burst training sequence shall consist of two
components as follows:

• Transmitter ramp up and power stabilization

• Synchronization and Ambiguity resolution

 
 6.4.5.4.1.1    Transmitter Ramp-Up and Power Stabilization.  This shall be as defined in Section

6.4.5.3.1.1.

 6.4.5.4.1.2    Synchronization and Ambiguity Resolution.  Three separate synchronization sequences
shall be used for this burst type.  The standard sequence - known as S1 - shall be as follows:   

 000  111  001  001  010  110  000  011  100  110  011  111  010  101  100  101

 and shall be transmitted from left to right.

 The special sequence used to identify poll responses shall be as defined in Section 6.4.5.3.1.2.

  The special sequence used to identify Net Entry Requests (S1*) shall use the following sequence:

 000 001 111 111 100 000 110 101 010 000 101 001 100 011 010 011
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 and shall be transmitted from left to right.

 Note. The sequence S1* is very closely related to the sequence S1.  The 15 phase changes between the
16 symbols of S1* are each exactly 180o out of phase from the 15 phase changes associated with S1 .  This
relationship can be used to simplify the process of simultaneously searching for both sequences.

 6.4.5.4.2    System Data.  The System Data segment shall consist of 16 transmitted symbols.  The 48
transmitted bits shall be encoded as 24 bits of System Data with two consecutive (24, 12) Golay code
words.

 The encoding of the (24, 12) Golay code words should be as defined in Section 6.4.5.3.2.

 6.4.5.4.3    Transmitter Ramp-Down.  This shall be as defined in Section 6.4.5.3.3.

 6.4.5.5    Voice or Data (V/D) Burst.  The V/D burst (specified in the Manual on VDL Technical
Specifications) shall consist of three segments:  the Training Sequence followed by the Header followed by
the User Information segment.  The same V/D burst format shall be used for both uplink and downlink.

 6.4.5.5.1    Training Sequence.  V/D burst training sequence shall consist of two components as follows:

• Transmitter ramp-up and power stabilization

• Synchronization and Ambiguity resolution

6.4.5.5.1.1    Transmitter Ramp-Up and Power Stabilization.  This shall be as specified in Section
6.4.5.3.1.1.

6.4.5.5.1.2    Synchronization and Ambiguity Resolution.  The second component of the training
sequence shall consist of the synchronization sequence-known as S2-as follows:

000 111 011 010 000 100 001 010 100 101 011 110 001 110 101 111

and shall be transmitted from left to right.

6.4.5.5.2    Header.  The Header segment shall consist of 8 transmitted symbols.  The 24 transmitted bits
shall be encoded as 12 bits of Header using a single (24, 12) Golay code word.

The encoding of the (24, 12) Golay code word shall be as defined in Section 6.4.5.3.2.

6.4.5.5.3    User Information.  The User Information segment shall consist of 192 3-bit symbols.  When
transmitting user data, the 576 bits shall be encoded as a single Reed-Solomon (72, 62) 28-ary code word.
The field defining the primitive polynomial of the code shall be as described in Section 2.3.4.  The
generator polynomial shall be as follows:

Note 1. The Reed-Solomon (72, 62) code is capable of correcting up to five 28-ary (code word)
symbol errors in the received word.

i=120

129
i(x - )∏ α
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Note 2. The Reed-Solomon (72, 62) code word is a shortened version of the systematic (255, 245)
code.  To shorten the code, only use the code words that contain all zeros in the last 183 code word symbol
positions.  The encoder circuit is identical to the full rate code except that the data block is padded with
zeros and only 72 symbols are to be transmitted.  For the decoder circuit, methods to shorten the code
include modifying the error detection logic and pre-multiplying the received code word by x183.   

When transmitting voice, FEC shall be applied to the analysis output of the vocoder as specified in
Section 6.8.

6.4.5.5.4    Transmitter Ramp-Down.  This shall be as defined in Section 6.4.5.3.3.

6.4.5.6    Interleaving.  There shall be no interleaving in Mode 3 operation.

6.4.5.7    Bit Scrambling.  Bit scrambling shall be performed on each burst under Mode 3 operation as
specified in Section 6.4.3.1.6.  The scrambling sequence shall be reinitialized on each burst effectively
providing a constant overlay for each of the Mode 3 fixed length bursts.

   6.5  LINK LAYER PROTOCOLS
  AND SERVICES

6.5.1  General information

6.5.1.1    Functionality. The VHF digital link (VDL) link layer shall provide the following sub-layer
functions:

a) media access control (MAC) sub-layer, which requires the use of the carrier sense multiple access
(CSMA) algorithm for Mode 1 and 2 or TDMA for Mode 3;

b) a data link service (DLS) sub-layer

• For Mode 1 and 2, the DLS sub-layer, providing provides connection-oriented point-to-point
links using data link entities (DLE) and connection-less broadcast link over the MAC sub-
layer

• For Mode 3, the DLS sub-layer provides acknowledged connectionless point-to-point and
point-to-multipoint links over a MAC sublayer that guarantees sequencing; and

c) a VDL management entity (VME), which establishes and maintains DLEs between the aircraft and
the ground-based systems using link management entities (LME).

Note. Specific VDL link layer functions are specified in the Manual on VDL Technical Specifications.

6.5.1.2  SERVICE

6.5.1.2.1    Connection-oriented. The VDL Modes 1 and 2 link layer shall provide a reliable point-to-
point service using a connection-oriented DLS sub-layer.

6.5.1.2.2    Connection-less. The VDL Modes 1 and 2 link layer shall provide an unacknowledged
broadcast service using a connection-less DLS sub-layer.
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6.5.1.2.3  Acknowledged Connection-less.  The VDL Mode 3 link layer shall provide an acknowledged
point-to-point service using a connectionless DLS sublayer that relies upon the MAC sublayer to guarantee
sequencing.

  6.5.2  MAC sub-layer

6.5.2.1    The MAC sub-layer shall provide for the transparent acquisition of the shared communications
path. It makes invisible to the DLS sub-layer the way in which supporting communications resources are
utilized to achieve this.

Specific MAC services and procedures for VDL Modes 2 and 3 are specified in the Manual on VDL
Technical Specifications.

Note.— The service specification for the MAC sub-layer is modeled on the MAC Service Definition
(ISO DP 10039).

 6.5.2.2  MAC SERVICES

6.5.2.2.1    Multiple access. The MAC sub-layer shall implement a non-adaptive p-persistent CSMA
algorithm to equitably allow all stations the opportunity to transmit while maximizing system throughput,
minimizing transit delays, and minimizing collisions.

6.5.2.2.2    Channel congestion. The MAC sub-layer shall notify the VME sub-layer whenever channel
congestion is detected (see 6.5.2.3.2).

6.5.2.3    MAC service system parameters. The MAC service shall implement the system parameters
defined in Table 6-6.

6.5.2.3.1    Timer TM1 (inter-access delay timer). Timer TM1 shall be set to the time (TM1) that a MAC
sub-layer will wait between attempts to access the channel. This timer shall be started if it is not already
running and the channel is idle after an unsuccessful access attempt. The timer shall be cancelled if the
channel becomes busy. When the timer expires another access attempt shall be made.

6.5.2.3.2    Timer TM2 (channel busy timer). Timer TM2 shall be set to the maximum time (TM2) that a
MAC sub-layer will wait after receiving a request to transmit. This timer shall be started if it is not already
running, when the MAC sub-layer receives a request for transmission. The timer shall be cancelled upon a
successful access attempt. When the timer expires, the VME shall be informed that the channel is
congested.

6.5.2.3.3    Parameter p (persistence). Parameter p (0 < p ≤ 1) shall be the probability that the MAC
sub-layer will transmit on any access attempt. An access attempt shall be a Bernoulli process with a
probability of success equal to p.

6.5.2.3.4    Counter M1 (maximum number of access attempts). Counter M1 shall be set to the maximum
number of attempts (M1) that a MAC sub-layer will make for any transmission request. This counter shall
be cleared upon: system initialization, Timer TM2 expiring, or a successful access attempt. The counter
shall be incremented after every unsuccessful access attempt. When the counter reaches the maximum
number of attempts (M1), authorization to transmit shall be granted as soon as the channel is idle.

6.5.2.4  DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
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6.5.2.4.1    Channel sensing. Before attempting to access the channel, the MAC sub-layer shall verify
that the channel is idle.

6.5.2.4.2    Access attempt. An access attempt shall be made when Timer TM1 expires, the channel
transitions from busy to idle or a transmission request arrives from the DLS while the channel is idle.

6.5.3  Data link service sub-layer

6.5.3.1    For Mode 2, Tthe DLS shall support bit-oriented simplex air-ground communications using the
aviation VHF link control (AVLC) protocol specified in this sectionthe Manual on VDL Technical
Specifications.

Specific data link services, parameters, and protocol definitions for VDL Mode 2 are specified in the
Manual on VDL Technical Specifications.

Note.— The DLS is derived from HDLC, as specified by ISO 3309, ISO 4335, ISO 7809, and ISO 8885.
Any definitions of service are derived from the OSI Data Link Service Definition ISO 8886.3. AVLC is a
variant of HDLC and derived from, but is not fully specified by, options 1, 3.2, 4, 7, and 12 of ISO 7809.
Explicit references to these documents are made later in this section.

6.5.3.2    For Mode 3, the DLS shall support bit-oriented, priority based, simplex air-ground
communications using the acknowledged connectionless data link (A-CLDL) protocol specified in the
Manual on VDL Technical Specifications.

Specific data link services, parameter, and protocol definitions for VDL Mode 3 are specified in the
Manual on VDL Technical Specifications.

 6.5.3.2  SERVICES

Note.— In this section, the specific functions of the DLS are described with no reference to service
primitives used for these functions. The link layer service primitives and protocol state machine are
described in the VDL Guidance Material.

6.5.3.2.1    Frame sequencing. The receiving DLS sub-layer shall ensure that duplicated frames are
discarded and all frames are delivered exactly once over a point-to-point connection.

Note.— Sequence numbers are included in the frame format to facilitate this service.

6.5.3.2.2    Error detection. The DLS sub-layer shall ensure that all frames corrupted during
transmission are detected and discarded.

Note. — FCS is included in the frame format to facilitate this service.

6.5.3.2.3    Station identification. The DLS sub-layer shall accept over a point-to-point connection only
frames that are addressed to it.

Note.— Unique source and destination addresses are included in the frame format to facilitate this
service.

6.5.3.2.4    Broadcast addressing. The VDL shall support broadcast addresses that shall be recognized
and acted upon by all appropriate receivers.
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6.5.3.2.5    Data transfer. Data shall be transferred in the information fields of VDL INFO, UI and XID
frames, per ISO 7809. The link layer shall process the largest packet size, specified in 6.6 of this document,
without segmenting. Only one data link user packet shall be contained in an INFO or UI.

  6.5.3.3  AVLC DATA LINK SERVICE

 PROTOCOL SPECIFICATION

6.5.3.3.1    Frame format. AVLC frames shall conform to ISO 3309 frame structure except as specified
in Figure 6-2.

6.5.3.3.2    Address structure. The address field shall consist of eight octets. As described in ISO 3309,
option 7, the least significant (first transmitted) bit of each octet shall be reserved for address extension.
When set to binary 0 it shall indicate that the rest of the following octet is an extension of the address field.
The presence of binary 1 in the first transmitted bit of the address octet shall indicate that the octet is the
final octet of the address field.

6.5.3.3.3    Address fields. The address field shall contain a destination address field and a source
address field. The destination address field shall contain a destination DLS address or a broadcast address.
The source address field shall contain a DLS address. There is a status bit in the source address and a status
bit in the destination address field, which shall be set by the transmitting station to reflect status
information. The status bits and address details are defined in 6.5.3.3.3.1 to 6.5.3.3.3.7.

Note.— See the guidance material for information on address field.

6.5.3.3.3.1    Air-ground status bit. The status bit in the destination address field (bit 2, octet 1) shall be
the air-ground bit. The air-ground bit shall be set to 0 to indicate that the transmitting station is airborne. It
shall be set to 1 to indicate that the transmitting station, either fixed or mobile, is on the ground. The default
value for the air/ground bit shall be 0 for aircraft that do not provide this information at the link level; the
value shall be 1 for ground stations.

6.5.3.3.3.2    Command/response status bit. The status bit in the source address field (bit 2, octet 5) shall
be the command/response (C/R) bit. The C/R bit shall be set to 0 to indicate a command frame, and set to 1
to indicate a response frame.

6.5.3.3.3.3    Data link service addresses. The DLS address shall be 27 bits, divided into a 3-bit type
field and a 24-bit specific address field.

6.5.3.3.3.4    Address type. The address type field is described in Table 6-7.

6.5.3.3.3.5    Aircraft specific addresses. The aircraft specific address field shall be the 24-bit ICAO
aircraft address.

6.5.3.3.3.6    ICAO-administered ground station specific addresses. The ICAO-administered ground
station specific address shall consist of a variable-length country code prefix (using the same country code
assignment defined in Annex 10, Volume III, Chapter 9, Appendix 1, Table 1) and a suffix. The appropriate
authority shall assign the bits in the suffix.

6.5.3.3.3.7    ICAO-delegated ground station specific addresses. The ICAO-delegated ground station
specific address shall be determined by the organization to which the address space is delegated.

6.5.3.3.4    Broadcast address. The broadcast address shall be used only as a destination address for
unnumbered information (UI) frames or for XID frames broadcasting ground station information.

6.5.3.3.4.1    Encoding. The broadcast addresses shall be encoded as in Table 6-8.
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6.5.3.3.5    Link control field. The basic repertoire of commands and responses for AVLC shall be as
detailed in Table 6-9 and shall be encoded as per ISO 4335.

6.5.3.3.6    Information field. The information field of an SREJ shall be as defined in 6.5.3.11.2, an XID
shall be as defined in 6.5.4.2, and all other frames shall be as defined in ISO 4335.

  6.5.3.4  DATA LINK SERVICE

 SYSTEM PARAMETERS

These parameters needed by the DLS sub-layer shall be as listed in Table 6-10 and detailed in 6.5.3.4.1
through 6.5.3.4.7. DLS parameters shall be set using XID frames.

6.5.3.4.1    Timer T1 (delay before retransmission). Timer T1 shall be set to the time that a DLE will
wait for an acknowledgement before retransmitting an INFO, RR (P=1), SREJ (P=1) or a FRMR frame.

The value of Timer T1 shall be computed by the following formula:

Timer T1 = T1min + 2TD99 + min(U(x),T1max)

where:

U(x) is a uniform random number generated between 0 and x;

x = T1mult* TD *T1expretrans

TD99 = (TM1*M1)/(1-u) and is the running estimate for the 99th percentile transmission delay (between
the time at which the frame is sent to the MAC sub-layer and the time at which its transmission is
completed);

u is a measurement of channel utilization with a range of value from 0 to 1, with 1 corresponding to a
channel that is 100 per cent occupied;

retrans is the largest retransmission count of all the outstanding frames.

Timer T1 shall be started after any INFO, RR (P=1), SREJ (P=1) or FRMR frame is queued for
transmission unless it is already running. If the timer expires, all outstanding INFO, RR (P=1), SREJ (P=1)
or FRMR frames that have been queued for at least T1min + 2TD shall be retransmitted. The timer shall be
cancelled upon receipt of an acknowledgement.

After processing an acknowledgement or Timer T1 expires, Timer T1 shall be restarted if there are still
frames outstanding. Whenever Timer T1 is restarted, the timer shall be set as if it had been started when the
oldest outstanding frame was queued.

Note.— There is one Timer T1 per DLE.

6.5.3.4.2    Parameter T2 (delay before acknowledgement). Parameter T2 defines the maximum time
allowed for the DLE to respond to any received frame (other than an XID) in order to ensure the response is
received before the peer DLE's Timer T1 expires.

A station shall respond to any received frame (other than an XID) within parameter T2 time in order to
ensure the response is received before the peer DLE's Timer T1 expires.
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Note. — The period T2 should be a delay (shorter than the T1min value of the peer DLE) to permit the
acknowledging DLE to schedule the response as an event in normal data processing and to allow sufficient
time for an acknowledgement while maximizing the likelihood that an INFO frame will be transmitted and
eliminate the need for an explicit acknowledgement.

6.5.3.4.3    Timer T3 (link initialization time). Timer T3 shall be set to the time that a DLE waits for an
XID response before retransmitting an exchange identification command (XID_CMD). The period of Timer
T3 shall be computed by using the same algorithm and parameters of Timer T1, except that T3min shall be
separately negotiated. XID_CMDs (except for ground station information frames) shall be retransmitted
using the procedures defined in 6.5.3.4.1.

Note 1. — There is one Timer T3 per a DLE.

Note 2. — T3min shall be greater than T1min to allow the responding entity time to co-ordinate the
response and perform any additional initialization processing.

6.5.3.4.4    Timer T4 (maximum delay between transmissions). Timer T4 shall be set to the maximum
delay between transmissions (T4). Timer T4 shall be started or restarted on en-queuing a frame for
transmission. Timer T4 shall never be cancelled. If a DLE does not receive a frame before Timer T4
expires, it shall send a command frame (P=1) to ensure a response from the peer DLE. When in the ABM,
the DLE shall send an RR; when in the SRM, the DLE shall send an SREJ; when in the FRM, the DLE shall
send a FRMR. The value of Timer T4 shall be at least two minutes longer for a ground DLE than for the
peer aircraft DLE. The command frame shall be transmitted using normal Timer T1 procedures up to N2
times. If no response is received, the DLE shall assume that the link is disconnected and that site recovery
procedures shall be invoked.

Note 1. — Timer T4 is used to verify the continued existence of the link.

Note 2. — There is one Timer T4 per a DLE.

6.5.3.4.4.1    Recommendation. — A DLE in the ABM or SRM should send any outstanding frames
with the P bit of the last INFO frame set to 1.

6.5.3.4.5    Parameter N1 (maximum number of bits of any frame). The parameter N1 defines the
maximum number of bits in any frame (excluding flags and zero bits inserted for transparency) that a DLS
shall accept.

6.5.3.4.6    Counter N2 (maximum number of transmissions). Counter N2 defines the maximum number
of transmissions that the DLS shall attempt to transmit any outstanding XID_CMD frame. A Counter N2
shall be set to zero when a new frame is ready for transmission. Counter N2 shall be incremented after each
transmission of the frame. The counter shall be cleared after its associated frame is acknowledged. When
Timer T1 expires, a DLE shall invoke the retransmission procedures of 6.5.3.4.1 up to N2 - 1 times. When
Timer T3 expires, a DLE shall invoke the retransmission procedures of 6.5.3.4.3 up to N2 - 1 times. When
Counter N2 reaches the maximum number of attempts (value of parameter N2) the LME shall be informed
and the frame shall not be transmitted.

Note 1.— There is one Counter N2 per unacknowledged frame.

Note 2.— The value of the ground N2 parameter may be different from the value of the aircraft N2
parameter.

6.5.3.4.7    Parameter k (window size). Parameter k shall be set to the maximum number of outstanding
sequentially numbered INFO frames that may be transmitted before an acknowledgement is required.

Note.— The value of the ground k parameter may be different from the value of the aircraft k parameter.
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6.5.3.5    Description of procedures. Except as noted in 6.5.3.6 through 6.5.3.11.6, the standard
procedures described in ISO 4335 and ISO 7809 shall be followed.

6.5.3.6    Modes of operation. The only modes of operation that a DLE shall support are those detailed
below.

6.5.3.6.1    Operational mode. The operational mode shall be asynchronous balanced mode (ABM).

6.5.3.6.2    Non-operational mode. The non-operational mode shall be asynchronous disconnected mode
(ADM).

Note.—Among the reasons a DLE or LME enters non-operational mode includes issuing or receiving
any of the following frames: DISC, XID_CMD_LCR, DM or XID_RSP_LCR (abbreviated frame names are
defined in Tables 6-11 and 6-17).

6.5.3.6.2.1    DISC frame. If a DLE is unable to continue to receive, it shall transmit a DISC to terminate
the current link. The P bit shall be set to 0 in DISC commands. A DLE shall treat all received DISCs
(regardless of the P bit) as a DISC (P=0).

Note. — The use of a DISC command may result in the loss of unacknowledged data.

6.5.3.6.2.2    DM frame. If a DLS receives any valid unicasted frame, except for an XID or TEST frame,
from a DLS with which it does not have a link, it shall respond with a DM frame. All DM frames shall be
transmitted with the F bit set to 0. An aircraft transmitting or receiving a DM frame shall initiate link
establishment on one LME if no links remain. A DLE shall treat all received DMs (regardless of the F bit)
as a DM (F=0).

Note 1.— If an LME is in the process of executing a handoff, it will retransmit the XID_CMD_HO
(P=1) and wait for Timer T3 to expire.

Note 2.— A station receiving an invalid frame may choose to discard the frame instead of responding
with a DM.

Note 3.— The procedures for an LME receiving a unicasted XID from an LME with which it does not
have a link are found in 6.5.4.4.

6.5.3.6.3    Frame reject mode. When in ABM or SRM, and after transmitting a FRMR command, the
DLE shall enter the frame reject mode (FRM). The DLE shall re-enter the ABM only after it receives a UA
(F=1) frame.

6.5.3.6.4    Sent selective reject mode. When in ABM, and after transmitting a SREJ, the DLE shall enter
the sent selective reject mode (SRM). The DLE shall re-enter the ABM only after it receives the missing
INFO frames.

 6.5.3.7  USE OF THE P/F BIT

The use of the P/F bit shall follow the procedures detailed in ISO 4335, except as modified by 6.5.3.7.1
through 6.5.3.7.4.

6.5.3.7.1    General. When a DLE receives a command frame with the P bit set to 1, the F bit shall be set
to 1 in the corresponding response frame. The C/R bit in the address field shall be referenced to resolve the
ambiguity between command and response frames.
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6.5.3.7.2    INFO frames. After receiving an INFO frame, a DLE shall generate an acknowledgement
within T2 seconds after detecting the end of transmission. If a valid INFO (P=1) is received, the response
shall be either an RR (F=1) or SREJ (F=1). If a valid INFO (P=0) is received, the response shall be either
an RR (F=0) or SREJ (F=0).

6.5.3.7.3    Recommendation.— The only time that an RR or SREJ frame should be transmitted with
P=1 is when T4 expires. The only times that an INFO frame should be transmitted with P=1 is either when
T4 expires or the transmit window has closed.

6.5.3.7.4    Unnumbered frames. The P bit shall be set to 0 for UI and DISC frames. The F bit shall be
set to 0 for DM frames. Therefore, a response (e.g. UA) shall not be expected, and if received, shall be
treated as an error.

6.5.3.8  UNNUMBERED COMMAND

FRAMES COLLISIONS

When a command frame collision occurs, the entity which has precedence shall discard the received frame
from its peer entity and the peer entity shall respond as if it had never sent its command frame.

6.5.3.8.1    DLE procedures. While waiting for a response to an unnumbered command frame (i.e.,
FRMR), a DLE whose DLS address is lower than its peer DLE shall have precedence.

6.5.3.8.2    LME procedures. An LME receiving a Broadcast Handoff shall process it regardless of what
XID_CMD it is waiting for a response. Otherwise, an LME sending an XID_CMD (P=1) shall have
precedence over an LME sending an XID_CMD (P=0). Otherwise, an LME whose DLS address is lower
than its peer LME shall have precedence.

6.5.3.9    XID frame. The XID frame shall be used for the LME to establish and maintain links as
defined in 6.5.4. The originator of an XID_CMD (P=1) frame shall retransmit the XID upon expiration of
Timer T3 whenever no response has been received. The receiving LME shall use the XID sequence number
and retransmission field to differentiate a retransmission from a new XID; however, no meaning shall be
attached to a missing sequence number. An LME shall send the exact same XID_RSP to every
retransmission of an XID_CMD, unless it intends to change the link status via an XID_CMD (_HO, or
_LCR).

6.5.3.10    Broadcast. Only XID_CMDs or UIs shall be broadcast. The P bit shall be set to 0 (no
acknowledgement) for broadcast frames.

6.5.3.11  INFORMATION TRANSFER

Except as noted below, the procedures for information transfer shall be specified by ISO 4335 and ISO
7809.

6.5.3.11.1    Transmit queue management. When the DLS sub-layer has frames to transmit, it shall wait
for the MAC sub-layer to authorize transmission. Two transmit queues shall be maintained, one for
supervisory and unnumbered (XID, FRMR, TEST, DISC, DM, RR, SREJ) frames and the other for
information (INFO and UI). While waiting for authorization to transmit, the DLS sub-layer shall update the
transmit queue, eliminating certain frames as specified in 6.5.3.11.1.1 through 6.5.3.11.1.7. If all of the
frames on the DLS transmit queue are eliminated, then the authorization to transmit shall be ignored.

6.5.3.11.1.1    Eliminate redundant frames. At most one RR, SREJ, DM, FRMR or retransmitted INFO
(of a given sequence number) shall be queued in response to a transmission.
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6.5.3.11.1.2    Recommendation.— To eliminate redundant frames, superseded frames in the transmit
queue should be deleted (e.g., an INFO queued in response to a T1 timeout and then an SREJ).

6.5.3.11.1.3    Recommendation. — If any INFO frame is received from a peer DLE, the DLS sub-
layer should update the N(r) of all numbered frames addressed to that DLE in the transmit queue, thus
improving the probability of the acknowledgment arriving.

6.5.3.11.1.4    Recommendation. — To eliminate unnecessary retransmissions, if any numbered frame
is received from a peer DLE, all frames in the transmit queue that it acknowledges should be deleted. If an
XID_CMD from a peer LME with a lower DLS address or an XID_RSP is received from a peer LME, any
XID_CMDs in the transmit queue for that LME should be deleted.

6.5.3.11.1.5    Procedures for transmission. Supervisory frames have higher priority than the
information frames, and so supervisory and unnumbered (XID, FRMR, TEST, DISC, DM) frames shall be
transmitted in preference to information frames.

6.5.3.11.1.6    Recommendation. — On transmission of an INFO frame, the DLE should also transmit
any queued RR so as to avoid transmitting the RR as a separate frame.

6.5.3.11.1.7    Recommendation. — A station receiving a FRMR, DISC, or DM frame should delete all
outstanding traffic for the transmitting DLE as it would not be accepted if transmitted.

6.5.3.11.1.8    Recommendation. — All unicast frames in the transmit queue should be deleted after
the radio supporting this transmit queue is retuned as the intended station cannot receive the transmission.

6.5.3.11.2    SREJ frame. The multi-selective reject option in ISO 4335 shall be used to request the
retransmission of more than one INFO frame. The SREJ (F=0) frame shall be generated only after receipt of
an out-of-order INFO (P=0). The SREJ (F=1) shall be generated only after receipt of an INFO (P=1), RR
(P=1) or SREJ (P=1). The SREJ (P=1) frame shall be generated only in accordance with the procedures of
6.5.3.4.4. A DLE shall acknowledge those frames which were received correctly but out of order by
including in the SREJ information field an octet with bits 6-8 set to the INFO frame's sequence number and
bit 1 set to 1. Although the F bit may be set to 0, the SREJ frame shall always acknowledge INFO frames up
to N(r)-1 (where N(r) is the value in the control field).

Note.— AVLC has extended the standard ISO 4335 SREJ functionality to selectively acknowledge
frames. In ISO 4335, the octets in the information field which were requesting retransmission of frames had
bit position 1 set by default to 0.

6.5.3.11.3    FRMR frame. If a DLE receives an illegal frame (as defined by ISO 4335), it shall transmit
a FRMR (P=1) to reset the link (e.g. state variables, timers and queues). A DLE, on receiving or
transmitting a UA (F=1), shall reset the link (no XID exchange required). A DLE shall use the normal T1
and N2 procedures during the FRMR/UA exchange. A DLE transmitting the FRMR shall also retransmit the
FRMR either upon expiration of Timer T4 or upon receipt of any frame other than a UA (F=1). A DLE
receiving an illegal FRMR shall either discard the frame or treat it as a valid FRMR.

6.5.3.11.4    UA frame. The UA frame shall be used only to acknowledge a FRMR.

6.5.3.11.5    UI frame. UI frames shall be used solely to support connectionless data transfer required to
provide broadcast services.

6.5.3.11.6    TEST frame.

Note. — The TEST command/response exchange has been included in AVLC to allow a station to
perform a loopback test using logic that is isolated from the normal frame processing.
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6.5.4  VDL management entity

6.5.4.1    Services.  The VDL management entity shall provide link establishment, maintenance and
disconnection services as well as support parameter modification.

6.5.4.2    Formats and Procedures.  The VDL management entity services, parameter formats, and
procedures for Modes 1, 2 and 3 are specified in the Manual on VDL Technical Specifications.

6.5.4.1    Services. The services of the VME shall be as follows:

a)      link provision; and

b)      link change notifications.

6.5.4.1.1    Link provision. A VME shall have an LME for each peer LME. Hence, a ground VME shall
have an LME per aircraft and an aircraft VME shall have an LME per ground system. An LME shall
establish a link between a local DLE and a remote DLE associated with its peer LME. A ground LME shall
determine if an aircraft station is associated with its peer aircraft LME by comparing the aircraft address;
two aircraft stations with identical aircraft addresses are associated with the same LME. An aircraft LME
shall determine if a ground station is associated with its peer ground LME by bit-wise logical ANDing the
DLS address with the station ground system mask provided by the peer ground LME; two ground stations
with identical masked DLS addresses are associated with the same LME. Each aircraft and ground LME
shall monitor all transmissions from its peer's stations to maintain a reliable link between some ground
station and the aircraft while the aircraft is in coverage of an acceptable ground station in the ground
system.

Note.— If an aircraft receives a frame from a ground station, only one LME will process and react to
that frame. Thus the qualifying phrase “from a ground station associated with its peer LME” will not be
included and should be understood to be implied.

6.5.4.1.2    Link change notifications. The VME shall notify the intermediate-system system
management entity (IS-SME) of changes in link connectivity supplying information contained in the XID
frames received.

 6.5.4.2  EXCHANGE IDENTITY (XID)
 PARAMETER FORMATS

In the tables included in the subsections to this section, the following order is implied:

a)      bit order in each parameter value shall be indicated by subscript numbers. Bit 1 shall indicate the
least significant bit; and

b)      bits shall be transmitted octet by octet, starting with the parameter id, and within each octet the
rightmost bit (as shown in the tables) shall be transmitted first.

Note 1.— The tables are divided into three major columns that define the field name, the bit encoding
and brief explanatory notes.

Note 2.— Requirements for the use of the parameters defined in the following sections are defined in
6.5.4.4.

6.5.4.2.1    Encoding. The XID information field shall be encoded per ISO 8885 and may include the
parameters described in 6.5.4.2.2 to 6.5.4.2.7.
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6.5.4.2.2    Public parameters. XID parameters shall be encoded as defined in ISO 8885, with the
addition of the private parameter data link layer subfield as defined in ISO 8885. The format identifier
(hexadecimal 82) shall be used (per ISO 4335.2, Annex C) to identify the public parameter list identified in
ISO 8885. The VDL shall use the public parameter group ID of hexadecimal 80 to negotiate the common
HDLC parameters. The public parameter set ID shall be included in XID frames if other public parameters
are included; the public parameter set ID shall not be included in XID frames if other public parameters are
not included.

Note. — ISO 8885 defines certain public parameters as receive and transmit which are referred to
herein as uplink and downlink respectively.

6.5.4.2.2.1    HDLC public parameter set identifier. The HDLC parameter setshall be identified by the
ISO IA5 character string “8885:1993” encoded as per Table 6-11. This parameter shall be included
whenever any of the public parameters are sent. It shall be the first public parameter sent as per ISO 8885.

6.5.4.2.2.2    Timer T1 parameter. This parameter defines the value of the downlink Timer T1 that an
aircraft DLE shall use. The values shall be defined in units of milliseconds for T1min and T1max and in
hundredths for T1mult and T1exp. The timer values shall be encoded as 4 unsigned 16-bit integers as per
Table 6-12.

6.5.4.2.3    VDL private parameters. The parameter identifier field shall allow simple identification of
the purpose of the parameter as defined in Table 6-13.

6.5.4.2.4    General purpose information private parameters. Both aircraft and ground-based LMEs
shall use general purpose information private parameters to transfer basic information to each other.

6.5.4.2.4.1    VDL private parameter set identifier. The VDL private parameter set identifier shall be the
ISO IA5 character capital “V” encoded as per Table 6-14. This parameter shall be included whenever any
of the private parameters are sent. It shall be the first private parameter sent as per ISO 8885.

6.5.4.2.4.2    Connection management parameter. This parameter defines the type of XID sent and the
connection options negotiated for that particular link. It shall be used in XID frames sent during link
establishment and ground-based initiated ground station handoff and shall be encoded as per Tables 6-15,
6-16 and 6-17. An LME shall set the reserved bits to 0 on transmission, and shall ignore the value of these
bits on receipt.

6.5.4.2.4.3    Signal quality parameter (SQP). This parameter defines the received signal quality value
of the last received transmission from the destination of the XID. It shall be encoded as a 4-bit integer as
per Table 6-18. If the transmitting LME included the SQP parameter in the XID_CMD (P=1) frame, then
the responding LME shall also include it in the respective XID_RSP (F=1) frame.

Note.— This parameter will be used for testing purposes.

6.5.4.2.4.4    XID sequencing parameter. This parameter defines the XID sequence number (sss) and an
XID retransmission number (rrrr). It shall be encoded as per Table 6-19. An LME shall increment the
sequence number for every new XID (setting the retransmission field to 0 on the first transmission) and
shall increment the retransmission field after every retransmission. In an XID_RSP, the sequence number
shall be set to the value of the XID_CMD sequence number generating the response (the retransmission
field shall be ignored).

6.5.4.2.4.5    AVLC specific options parameter. This parameter defines which AVLC protocol options
are supported by the transmitting station. It shall be encoded as per Tables 6-20 and 6-21. An LME shall set
the reserved bits to 0 on transmission, and shall ignore the value of these bits on receipt. When both this
parameter and the Connection Management parameter are included in an XID, the bit values for those
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options which are included in both parameters shall be determined by the Connection Management
parameter.

6.5.4.2.4.6    Expedited subnetwork connection parameter. This parameter defines the expedited packets
that the current XID contains. This parameter, which may be repeated, shall contain one and only one of the
following subnetwork packets: CALL REQUEST, CALL CONFIRMATION, or a CLEAR REQUEST. It
shall be encoded as Table 6-22. The inclusion of this parameter shall invoke the expedited subnetwork
connection procedures. This parameter shall only be included if the ground LME indicates that it supports
expediting subnetwork connections. If, during link establishment, an aircraft LME has not received a
ground station information frame (GSIF), it may assume expedited subnetwork connection is supported.

6.5.4.2.4.7    LCR cause parameter. This parameter defines the reason why the link connection request
was refused. The parameter, which may be repeated, shall consist of a rejection cause code (c bits), backoff
delay time in seconds (d bits), and any additional data required by the various parameters. It is encoded as
per Table 6-23. Cause codes 00 hex to 7F hex shall apply to the responding station; cause codes 80 hex to
FF hex shall apply to the responding system and shall be encoded as per Table 6-24. At least one copy of
this parameter shall be included whenever the “r” bit in the Connection Management parameter is set to 1;
this parameter shall not be included if the “r” bit is set to 0. An LME receiving an LCR Cause parameter
less than 80 hex shall not transmit another XID_CMD to that peer station for the duration of time
designated in the LCR Cause parameter. An LME receiving an LCR Cause parameter greater than 7F hex
shall not transmit another XID_CMD to that peer system for the duration of time designated in the LCR
Cause parameter.

Note.— An aircraft LME receiving a station-based cause code from one ground station may
immediately transmit the same XID_CMD to another ground station of the same ground system.

6.5.4.2.5    Aircraft-initiated information private parameters. An aircraft LME shall use aircraft-initiated
information parameters to inform the ground about that aircraft's capabilities or desires. Ground LMEs shall
not send these parameters.

6.5.4.2.5.1    Modulation support parameter. This parameter defines the modulation schemes supported.
This parameter shall be sent on link establishment. It shall be encoded as shown in Tables 6-25 and 6-26.

6.5.4.2.5.2    Acceptable alternate ground station parameter. This parameter defines a list of ground
stations in order of preference. This parameter shall be a list of DLS addresses encoded in 32-bit fields as
per Table 6-27. These shall be used by the ground LME during handoffs as possible alternate ground
stations, if the proposed ground station is not acceptable to the ground LME.

6.5.4.2.5.3    Destination airport parameter. This parameter defines the aircrafts destination airport
identifier. It shall be encoded as four 8-bit ISO IA5 characters per Table 6-28.

6.5.4.2.5.4    Aircraft location parameter. This parameter defines the current position of the aircraft. It
shall be encoded as shown in Tables 6-29 and 6-30.

6.5.4.2.6    Ground-based initiated modification private parameters. A ground LME shall use the
ground-based initiated modification parameters to change the value of various parameters in one or more
aircraft. Aircraft LMEs shall not send an XID with these parameters.

6.5.4.2.6.1    Autotune frequency parameter. This parameter defines the frequency and modulation
scheme that an aircraft LME shall use to reply to a ground station listed in the replacement ground station
parameter. This parameter shall be sent by a ground LME when an autotune is required. The parameter shall
be encoded as a 16-bit field as per Table 6-31. The modulation subfield (m bits) shall be defined as per
Table 6-32. The frequency subfield (f bits) shall be the frequency encoded as:

Integer [(frequency in MHz * 100) - 10000].
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Note.— As an example, for a frequency of 131.725 MHz, the encoded value is decimal 3172 or
hexadecimal C64.

6.5.4.2.6.2    Replacement ground station list. This parameter defines a list of ground stations in order of
ground LME preference. This parameter shall be encoded as a list of DLS addresses in 32-bit fields as per
Table 6-32. These addresses shall be used by the aircraft LME during handoffs as possible alternate ground
stations if the proposed ground station is not acceptable to the LME.

6.5.4.2.6.3    Timer T4 parameter. This parameter defines the value of Timer T4 (in minutes) that the
aircraft DLEs shall use. It shall be encoded as an unsigned 16-bit integer as per Table 6-33.

6.5.4.2.6.4    MAC persistence parameter. This parameter defines the value of the parameter p in the p-
persistent CSMA algorithm that an aircraft MAC shall use. This 8-bit integer shall be encoded as
hexadecimal 00 (= decimal 1/256) to hexadecimal FF (= decimal 256/256) as per Table 6-34.

6.5.4.2.6.5    Counter M1 parameter. This parameter defines the value of M1 that an aircraft MAC shall
use. It shall be encoded as a 16-bit unsigned integer as per Table 6-35.

6.5.4.2.6.6    Timer TM2 parameter. This parameter defines the value of Timer TM2 (in seconds) that an
aircraft MAC shall use. It shall be encoded as an 8-bit integer per Table 6-36.

6.5.4.2.6.7    Timer TG5 parameter. This parameter defines the value of Timer TG5 (in seconds) that the
initiating and responding LMEs shall use. It shall be encoded as two 8-bit integers per Table 6-37.

6.5.4.2.6.8    T3min parameter. This parameter defines the value of T3min (in milliseconds) that an
aircraft DLE shall use. It shall be encoded as an unsigned 16-bit integer as per Table 6-38.

6.5.4.2.6.9    Ground station address filter parameter. This parameter defines the DLS address of the
ground station from which links are handed-off. This parameter shall be sent in an XID_CMD and a
receiving aircraft LME shall process the XID_CMD only if it has a link to the identified ground station. The
ground station address filter shall be encoded in a 32-bit field as defined in Table 6-39.

6.5.4.2.6.10    Broadcast connection parameter. This parameter defines a single aircraft's link attributes
for a new link, i.e.:

—     aircraft address whose link was successfully established on the new link (minimum information);

—     an optional list of one or more subnetwork connections maintained for that aircraft; and

—     for each subnetwork connection listed, an indication of whether its subnetwork dependent
convergence facility (SNDCF) context was maintained.

As per Tables 6-40 and 6-41:

—     the aircraft id subfield (a bits) shall be listed once and shall be the aircraft address;

—     the optional M/I subfield (m bit) shall be the SNDCF M/I bit in the CALL CONFIRMATION Call
User Data field; and

—     the optional LCI subfield (l bits) shall be the logical channel identifier of a subnetwork connection
on the old link which is to be maintained on the new link.

Any particular aircraft shall not appear in more than one broadcast parameter block.
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6.5.4.2.7    Ground-based initiated information private parameters. A ground LME shall use ground-
based initiated information parameters to inform one or more aircraft LMEs about that ground-based
system's capabilities. Aircraft LMEs shall not send these parameters.

6.5.4.2.7.1    Frequency support list. This parameter defines the list of frequencies, modulation schemes
and associated ground stations supported in the coverage area of the originating ground station. The
parameter shall consist of a list of 48-bit entries as shown in Table 6-42. The modulation subfield (m bits)
shall be encoded as defined in Table 6-26. The frequency subfield (f bits) shall be encoded as:

Integer [(frequency in MHz * 100) - 10000]

Note.— As an example, for a frequency of 131.725 MHz, the encoded value is decimal value 3172 or
hexadecimal C64.

The ground station address (g bits) shall be the DLS address encoded in a 32-bit field as defined in Table 6-
42. The ground DLS address shall be the DLS address of a ground station which can provide services on the
specified frequency and modulation scheme. No association shall be made between the operating
parameters included in the transmitted XID frame and the operating parameters of the ground station(s)
listed. During frequency recovery the aircraft LME shall choose randomly a frequency from the list to re-
acquire service.

6.5.4.2.7.2    Airport coverage indication parameter. This parameter defines a list of four-character
airport identifiers of airports for which the ground station can support communication with aircraft on the
ground. Each four-character identifier shall be encoded as four 8-bit ISO IA5 characters as per Table 6-43.

6.5.4.2.7.3    Nearest airport parameter. This parameter defines the four-character airport ID of the
airport nearest the ground station. It shall be encoded as four 8-bit ISO IA5 characters as per Table 6-44.
The nearest airport parameter shall not be included in an XID if the Airport Coverage Indication is
included.

6.5.4.2.7.4    ATN router NETs parameter. This parameter defines a list of ATN air-ground routers
identified by the “administration identifier” (ADM) and “administration region selector” (ARS) subfields of
their network entity titles (NETs). It shall be encoded as per Table 6-45.

6.5.4.2.7.5    Ground-based system mask parameter. This parameter defines the ground-based system
mask. It shall be encoded as a 27-bit mask in a 32-bit field as per Table 6-46.

6.5.4.2.7.6    Timer TG3 parameter. This parameter defines the value of Timer TG3 (in half-seconds)
that the ground LME is using. It shall be encoded as a pair of unsigned 16-bit integers as per Table 6-47.

6.5.4.2.7.7    Timer TG4 parameter. This parameter defines the value of Timer TG4 (in seconds) that the
ground LME is using. It shall be encoded as an unsigned 16-bit integer as per Table 4-48. A value of 0 shall
mean that the ground LME is not using this timer.

6.5.4.2.7.8    Ground station location parameter. This parameter defines the position of the ground
station. It shall be encoded as shown in Tables 6-30 and 6-49.

6.5.4.3  VME SERVICE SYSTEM

 PARAMETERS

The VME service shall implement the system parameters defined in Table 6-50 and detailed in 6.5.4.3.1
through 6.5.4.3.5.
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6.5.4.3.1    Timer TG1 (minimum frequency dwell time). Timer TG1 shall be set to the minimum time
(TG1) an aircraft LME dwells on a frequency while attempting to establish a link (in order to receive a valid
uplink from at least one ground station). This timer shall be set by an aircraft LME (if it is not already
running) when an aircraft tunes to a new frequency during a frequency search. It shall be cancelled when a
valid uplink is received. On expiry of the timer the aircraft station shall:

a)      establish a link with one of the ground-based systems from which it has received a valid uplink;

b)      continue searching; or

c)      if an aircraft does not detect any uplink traffic within TG1 seconds, it shall tune to the next
frequency in the search table.

Note 1.— The duration of TG1 should be chosen to ensure a valid uplink is received from at least one
ground-based system before the timer expires.

Note 2.— There is one Timer TG1 per LME.

6.5.4.3.1.1    Recommendation.— In order to allow an aircraft station an opportunity to link to its
most preferred ground-based system, Timer TG1 should not be cancelled unless a valid uplink is received
from its most preferred ground-based system.

6.5.4.3.2    Timer TG2 (maximum idle activity time). Timer TG2 shall be set to the maximum time
(TG2) that an LME shall retain information on another station without receiving a transmission from it. The
timer shall be started when a valid transmission is first received from a station and shall be restarted on each
subsequent receipt of a valid transmission from that station. It shall never be cancelled. If Timer TG2
expires, an LME shall assume that the station is no longer reachable; if a link existed with that station, then
site recovery shall be invoked.

Note.— There is one Timer TG2 for each station being monitored.

6.5.4.3.3    Timer TG3 (maximum time between transmissions). Timer TG3 shall be used at the ground
station only. The timer shall be set to the maximum time (TG3) between transmissions on any frequency.
Timer TG3 shall be started when the station becomes operational and restarted on the transmission of any
frame. This timer shall never be cancelled. On expiration, if the ground station is operational, then it shall
transmit a GSIF; the timer shall be restarted. The value to set the TG3 timer to shall consist of a fixed value
equal to the minimum value plus a random value uniformly chosen between 0 and 20 seconds.

Note.— There is one Timer TG3 per ground station.

6.5.4.3.4    Timer TG4 (maximum time between GSIFs). Timer TG4 shall be used at the ground station
only. The timer shall be set to the maximum time (TG4) between transmissions of a GSIF on any frequency.
Timer TG4 shall be started when the station becomes operational and restarted on the transmission of a
GSIF. This timer shall never be cancelled. On expiration, if the ground station is operational, then it shall
transmit a GSIF; the timer shall be restarted. The value to set the TG4 timer to shall consist of a fixed value
equal to the minimum value plus a random value uniformly chosen between 0 and 20 seconds.

Note.— There is one Timer TG4 per ground station.

6.5.4.3.5    Timer TG5 (maximum link overlap time). Timer TG5 shall be set to the maximum time that
initiating and responding LMEs shall maintain the old link during handoffs. The LME initiating the handoff
shall start its Timer TG5 when it receives an XID_RSP_HO. The LME responding to the handoff shall start
its Timer TG5 when it transmits its XID_RSP_HO. The initiating LME shall never restart its Timer TG5;
the responding LME shall restart its Timer TG5 if it retransmits an XID_RSP_HO. Timer TG5 shall be
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cancelled if either the old or new link is prematurely disconnected. After TG5 expires, each LME shall
silently disconnect its half of the old link.

Note.— There is one Timer TG5 per LME.

6.5.4.4  DESCRIPTION OF LME
PROCEDURES

The aircraft and ground LMEs shall use the XID frame types listed in Table 6-51 and the procedures
described in the text below to provide a reliable connection between the aircraft and ground-based system.
Frame collision processing (see 6.5.3.8) shall be applied before determining if a frame is illegal or
unexpected (see 6.5.4.2.4.7). If an LME receives any valid XID_HO or XID_LPM frame from a system
with which it does not have a link, it shall respond with an XID_LCR with the “d” bit set to 1 in the
Protocol Violation Cause Code.

6.5.4.4.1    Frequency management procedures. The aircraft LME shall use the following procedures to
acquire a frequency on which reliable VDL services are available.

6.5.4.4.1.1    Frequency search. The aircraft LME shall initiate the frequency search procedure on
system initialization or after link disconnection, if it can no longer detect uplink VDL frames on the current
frequency. It shall attempt to identify a frequency on which VDL service is available by tuning the radio to
the CSC and to other frequencies on which it knows a-priori that VDL service is available. It shall scan until
it detects a valid uplink VDL frame with an acceptable source address or until Timer TG1 expires, in which
case it shall tune the radio to another frequency and continue to scan.

6.5.4.4.1.2    Frequency recovery. The aircraft LME shall initiate the frequency recovery procedure if it
can no longer establish a link on the current frequency or if the MAC entity indicates that the current
frequency is congested. It shall tune the radio to an alternate frequency using the data in the Frequency
Support List previously received on the current link.

6.5.4.4.2    Link connectivity procedures. The aircraft and ground LMEs shall use the following
procedures to maintain connectivity across the VHF link:

a)      ground station identification;

b)      initial link establishment;

c)      link parameter modification;

d)      aircraft-initiated handoff;

e)      aircraft-requested ground-based initiated handoff;

f)       ground-based initiated handoff;

g)      ground-based requested aircraft-initiated handoff;

h)      ground-based requested broadcast handoff; and

i)       autotune.

6.5.4.4.3    Ground station identification. A ground station shall send a GSIF by broadcasting a
XID_CMD (P = 0) with parameters as per Table 6-51 if its Timer TG3 expires, (meaning that it has not
transmitted any frame in TG3), seconds, or if its Timer TG4 expires, (meaning that it has not sent a GSIF in
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TG4 seconds). If a ground station offers Mode 2 service, the operator of that ground station shall ensure
that, besides transmitting GSIFs on the service frequency, GSIFs are transmitted on the CSC. Aircraft
LMEs receiving a GSIF shall process its content to identify the functionality of the ground station as well as
the correct operational parameters to be used when communicating with it. Aircraft LMEs which have a
connection with the transmitting ground station shall process only informational parameters and those
parameters specified for an XID_CMD_LPM as per Table 6-51.

6.5.4.4.4    Link establishment. The aircraft LME shall initiate the link establishment procedure with a
ground station only to establish an initial link with the ground-based system. An aircraft transmitting or
receiving a DM frame shall initiate link establishment if no links remain.

6.5.4.4.4.1    Aircraft initiation. The aircraft LME shall choose a ground station with which it wishes to
establish a link based on the signal quality of all received uplink frames and on information in any received
GSIFs. It shall then attempt to establish a link with the chosen ground station by sending an XID_CMD_LE
(P=1) frame. This frame shall include the mandatory parameters as per Table 6-51 and also any optional
parameters for which the aircraft LME does not wish to use the default value. If the aircraft LME has
received a GSIF from the ground station to which it is transmitting the XID_CMD_LE (P=1), then it shall
use the parameters as declared; otherwise, it shall use the default parameters.

6.5.4.4.4.2    General ground response. If the ground LME receives the XID_CMD_LE, it shall confirm
link establishment by sending an XID_RSP_LE frame containing the parameters as per Table 6-51. The
ground LME shall include in the XID_RSP_LE any optional parameters for which it is not using the default
values. If the XID_RSP_LE includes the Autotune parameter then the Replacement Ground Station List
parameter shall be included indicating the ground stations on the new frequency that the aircraft LME can
establish a new link using the operating parameters specified in the XID_RSP_LE. If the XID_RSP_LE
does not include the Autotune parameter, the ground LME shall include the Replacement Ground Station
List parameter if it wishes to indicate the ground stations which can be reached on the current frequency
using the same operating parameters as the transmitting station.

6.5.4.4.4.3    Exceptional cases. If an LME receiving the XID_CMD_LE cannot establish the link with
the sending LME, then it shall transmit an XID_RSP_LCR (F=1) instead of an XID_RSP_LE (F=1). If the
parameters in the XID_RSP_LE from the ground LME are not acceptable to the aircraft LME, then the
aircraft LME shall transmit a DISC to the ground. If the Autotune parameter is included in the
XID_RSP_LE and the aircraft LME is unable to perform the autotune, then the aircraft LME shall respond
with an XID_CMD_LCR (P=0); the link established on the current frequency shall not be affected. While
waiting for a response to an XID_CMD_LE, an aircraft LME receiving any unicasted frame other than a
TEST or an XID shall retransmit the XID_CMD_LE instead of transmitting a DM.

Note.— See 6.5.3.8 on the processing of an XID_CMD.

6.5.4.4.5    Link parameter modification

6.5.4.4.5.1    Ground-based initiation. The ground LME shall request a modification of an existing link
connection's parameters by sending an XID_CMD_LPM (P=1) to the aircraft LME containing the
parameters as per Table 6-51.

6.5.4.4.5.2    General aircraft response. The aircraft LME shall acknowledge with an XID_RSP_LPM
containing the parameters as per Table 6-51.

6.5.4.4.5.3    Recommendation.— If Counter N2 is exceeded for the XID_CMD_LPM, the ground LME
should attempt to handoff via another station before disconnecting the link to the aircraft.

6.5.4.4.6    Aircraft-initiated handoff. If an aircraft LME implements this section, then it shall set the “i”
bit in the AVLC Specific Options parameter to 1; otherwise, it shall set the “i” bit to 0.
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6.5.4.4.6.1    Aircraft handoff. Once the aircraft LME has established a link to a ground station, it shall
monitor the VHF signal quality on the link and the transmissions of the other ground stations. The aircraft
LME shall establish a link to a new ground station if any of the following events occur:

a)      the VHF signal quality on the current link is poor and the signal quality of another ground station
is significantly better;

b)      Counter N2 is exceeded on any frame sent to the current ground station;

c)      Timer TG2 expires for the current link; or

d)      Timer TM2 expires. In this case, the aircraft LME shall autonomously tune to an alternate
frequency (provided in a frequency support list) before initiating the handoff.

6.5.4.4.6.2    Site selection preference. From among those ground stations with acceptable link quality,
the aircraft LME shall prefer to handoff to a ground station which indicates (in the GSIF) accessibility to the
air-ground router(s) to which the aircraft DTE has subnetwork connections.

6.5.4.4.6.3    Recommendation.— If an aircraft has commenced approach to its destination airport
and its current link is with a ground station that does not offer service at that airport, it should handoff to a
ground station which indicates in its Airport Coverage Indication parameter that it offers service at that
airport.

6.5.4.4.6.4    Interaction of LMEs. When an aircraft VME hands off from a ground station in one
ground-based system (and thus associated with one LME) to a ground station in another ground-based
system (and thus associated with a different LME in the aircraft), the new LME shall use the link
establishment procedures and the old LME shall send a DISC when directed by the VME.

Note. — Optimally the old link should not be disconnected until after the new link is capable of
carrying application data. However this is outside the scope of these SARPs.

6.5.4.4.6.5    General ground response. If the ground LME receives the XID_CMD_HO, it shall
confirm link handoff by sending an XID_RSP_HO frame containing the parameters as per Table 6-51. The
ground LME shall include in the XID_RSP_HO the optional parameters for which it is not using the default
values. If the XID_RSP_HO includes the Autotune parameter, then the Replacement Ground Station List
parameter shall be included to indicate the ground stations with which the aircraft LME can establish a new
link on the new frequency, using the operating parameters specified in the XID_RSP_HO. If the
XID_RSP_HO does not include the Autotune parameter, the ground LME shall include the Replacement
Ground Station List parameter if it wishes to indicate the ground stations which can be reached on the
current frequency using the same operating parameters as the transmitting station.

6.5.4.4.6.6    Disconnecting old link. If the new and old ground stations are associated with different
systems, then the procedures of 6.5.4.4.6.4 shall be followed. Otherwise, the aircraft LME shall set Timer
TG5 when it receives the XID_RSP_HO. The ground LME shall set Timer TG5 after it transmits the
XID_RSP_HO. Both stations shall continue to operate on the old link until their respective Timer TG5
expires, after which each will consider the link disconnected without sending or receiving a DISC.

6.5.4.4.6.7    Exceptional cases. If the ground LME cannot satisfy the XID_CMD_HO, then it shall
transmit an XID_RSP_LCR instead of an XID_RSP_HO; the current link shall not be affected. While
waiting for a response to an XID_CMD_HO, an aircraft LME receiving any unicasted frame other than a
TEST or an XID from any ground station other than the current station shall retransmit the XID_CMD_HO.
If Counter N2 is exceeded on the XID_CMD_HO, the aircraft LME shall attempt to handoff to another
ground station; the current link shall not be affected. If the aircraft LME cannot perform the autotune, it
shall transmit an XID_CMD_LCR (P=0); the current link shall not be affected. If the parameters in the
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XID_RSP_HO are not acceptable to the aircraft LME, then the aircraft LME shall transmit a DISC to the
ground on the new link.

Note.— See 6.5.3.8 on the processing of an XID_CMD.

6.5.4.4.7    Aircraft-requested ground-initiated handoff. An aircraft LME shall not perform this section
when its peer LME does not support handoff initiation. An aircraft LME shall only perform this section if
the current and proposed ground stations are both managed by its peer LME.

6.5.4.4.7.1    Aircraft action. For an aircraft LME to request the ground LME to initiate a handoff, it
shall send an XID_CMD_HO (P=0) addressed to its current or proposed ground station with the parameters
as per Table 6-51. During this procedure the current link shall not be affected until the aircraft LME
receives an XID_CMD_HO (P=1).

6.5.4.4.7.2    General ground response. If the ground LME receives the XID_CMD_HO, it shall
commence a ground-initiated handoff from a proposed ground station. The ground LME shall only transmit
the XID_CMD_HO (P=1) once per XID_CMD_HO (P=0) request that it receives.

6.5.4.4.7.3    Exceptional cases. If the ground system cannot initiate the handoff, it shall send an
XID_CMD_LCR (P=0); the current link shall not be affected.

6.5.4.4.7.4    Recommendation.— If Counter N2 is exceeded for the XID_CMD_HO, the aircraft LME
should attempt to request to handoff to another station before disconnecting all links to the ground and
restarting link establishment.

6.5.4.4.8    Ground-based initiated handoff. If a ground LME implements this section, then it shall set
the “i” bit in the AVLC Specific Options parameter to 1; otherwise, it shall set the “i” bit to 0.

6.5.4.4.8.1    Ground action. To command an aircraft, to which a link exists, to establish a new link to a
proposed ground station on the same frequency, the ground LME shall send via that ground station an
XID_CMD_HO (P=1) to the aircraft with parameters as per Table 6-51. If the ground LME will accept a
handoff to other ground stations, the XID_CMD_HO shall include the Replacement Ground Station List
parameter specifying the link layer address of those other stations. Any operating parameters in the
XID_CMD_HO (either modification or informational) shall be valid for the transmitting station and for all
ground stations listed in the Replacement Ground Station List parameter, except the Airport Coverage
Indication parameter and Nearest Airport parameter which are only valid for the transmitting ground
station.

6.5.4.4.8.2    General aircraft response. The aircraft LME shall respond by sending an XID_RSP_HO
with parameters as per Table 6-51 to either the proposed ground station or to its preferred ground station if
the XID_CMD_HO included the Replacement Ground Station List parameter.

6.5.4.4.8.3    Disconnecting old link. The aircraft LME shall set Timer TG5 after it transmits the
XID_RSP_HO. The ground LME shall set Timer TG5 when it receives the XID_RSP_HO. Although new
traffic will be sent over the new link, the old link shall not be disconnected immediately to allow any old
traffic to be delivered.

6.5.4.4.8.4    Exceptional cases. If the aircraft LME cannot accept the handoff request, it shall respond
with an XID_RSP_LCR; the current link shall not be affected. While waiting for a response to an
XID_CMD_HO, a ground LME receiving any unicasted frame other than a TEST or an XID from the
aircraft shall retransmit the XID_CMD_HO. If the parameters in the XID_RSP_HO are not acceptable to
the ground LME, then the ground LME shall transmit a DISC to the aircraft on the new link.

Note. — See 6.5.3.8 on the processing of an XID_CMD.
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6.5.4.4.8.5    Recommendation.— If Counter N2 is exceeded for the XID_CMD_HO, the ground LME
should attempt to handoff via another station before disconnecting all links to the aircraft.

6.5.4.4.9    Ground-based requested aircraft-initiated handoff. A ground LME shall not perform this
section with aircraft that do not support handoff initiation.

6.5.4.4.9.1    Ground action. For the ground LME to request an aircraft to initiate a handoff, it shall send
an XID_CMD_HO (P=0) on the current link with parameters as per Table 6-51. The parameters in the XID
(both modification and informational) are valid for all ground stations listed in the Replacement Ground
Station List. It shall only include operational parameters if it also includes the Replacement Ground Station
List parameter. If the Autotune parameter is included, then the Replacement Ground Station List parameter
shall apply to the new frequency.

6.5.4.4.9.2    General aircraft response. If the aircraft LME receives the XID_CMD_HO, it shall
commence an aircraft-initiated handoff to a ground station, preferably one listed in the Replacement Ground
Station List parameter.

Note.— See 6.5.3.8 on the processing of an XID_CMD.

6.5.4.4.9.3    Exceptional cases. If the aircraft LME cannot initiate the handoff, it shall send an
XID_CMD_LCR (P=0); the current link shall not be affected. If the Autotune parameter is included in the
XID_CMD_HO (P=0), the aircraft LME shall retransmit on the new frequency the XID_CMD_HO (P=1)
using the normal retransmission procedures; otherwise, it shall only transmit the XID_CMD_HO (P=1)
once per received XID_CMD_HO (P=0).

6.5.4.4.9.4    Recommendation.— If Counter N2is exceeded for the XID_CMD_HO, the ground LME
should attempt to request a handoff via another station before disconnecting all links to the aircraft.

6.5.4.4.10    Ground-based requested broadcast handoff. If the ground LME broadcasts link handoffs
then it shall set the “bl” bit in the AVLC options parameter to 1; otherwise, it shall set the “bl” bit to 0. If the
ground LME supports broadcast subnetwork connection handoff, the ground LME shall also support
broadcast link handoffs and shall set the “bl” and “bs” bits in the AVLC options parameter to 1; otherwise, it
shall set the “bs” bit to 0.

6.5.4.4.10.1    Ground action. If the ground LME supports broadcast link handoffs, for each aircraft that
indicates it supports broadcast link handoff, the ground LME shall confirm the link handoff by including the
Broadcast Connection parameter per Table 6-51. If the ground LME supports broadcast subnetwork
connection management, for each aircraft that indicates it support broadcast subnetwork connection
management, the ground LME shall confirm the link handoff and the subnetwork connection maintenance
by including the Broadcast Connection parameter per Table 6-51.

6.5.4.4.10.2    Aircraft response. The LME in each aircraft shall process received broadcast
XID_CMD_HO (P=0) and determine if the ground LME had performed a broadcast link recovery (and
possibly an expedited subnetwork recovery) for it. It shall do this by verifying that the Ground Station
Address Filter parameter contains the DLS address of the ground station that it is connected to and that a
Broadcast Connection parameter exists containing its aircraft address. Aircraft LMEs supporting broadcast
recovery shall consider that a link handoff has occurred with the new link having the same parameters as the
old link (as modified by the parameters in the broadcast XID). The old link shall be disconnected
immediately.

6.5.4.4.10.2.1    The Broadcast Connection parameter shall include the subnetwork connection
information (i.e. the M/I and LCI subfields) for only those subnetwork connections between the aircraft
DTE and the peer ground DTEs that the ground LME maintained. Aircraft LMEs supporting broadcast
subnetwork connection management shall process the remainder of the Broadcast Connection parameter to
determine which subnetwork connections the ground LME maintained. For those subnetwork connections
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associated with the logical channels on the old link that the ground LME maintained, the aircraft DTE shall
consider as if the CALL REQUEST and CALL CONFIRMATION sent on the old link were resent on the
new link (except that the M/I bit in the Broadcast Connection parameter shall supersede the value in the
previous CALL CONFIRMATION). At this point the aircraft DTE, ground DCE, and ground DTE shall be
initialized. If the Broadcast Connection parameter indicates that the ground was not able to maintain a
subnetwork connection (i.e. a particular LCI is not mentioned in the Broadcast Connection parameter), the
aircraft shall explicitly establish this subnetwork connection as per 6.6.6.3.3.1.

6.5.4.4.10.3    Exceptional cases. If the aircraft LME does not support broadcast recovery, but the
ground LME performed a broadcast link recovery for it, then the aircraft LME shall perform either an air-
initiated link handoff, (if the aircraft LME supports same) or request a link handoff. If the aircraft LME
finds the new ground station unacceptable, it shall perform an air-initiated handoff (if the aircraft LME
supports same) or request a link handoff. If the Ground Station Address Filter parameter does not equal the
DLS address of a link that the aircraft LME has or if no aircraft identifier subfield in a Broadcast
Connection parameter equals its aircraft address, the aircraft LME shall not process the ground requested
broadcast handoff. If the aircraft LME supports broadcast link handoffs but does not support broadcast
subnetwork connection management and the Broadcast Connection field is implemented as per Table 6-41,
the aircraft LME shall explicitly establish its subnetwork connections. If the Broadcast Connection
parameter indicates that a subnetwork connection was maintained, but the aircraft LME does not recognize
that subnetwork connection, then the aircraft DTE shall transmit a CLEAR REQUEST for each
unrecognized subnetwork connection.

6.5.4.4.11    Ground-based commanded autotune. This section summarizes the autotune details found in
6.5.4.4.3, 6.5.4.4.5, and 6.5.4.4.8.

6.5.4.4.11.1    Ground action. To command an aircraft LME to handoff to a ground station on a different
frequency, the ground LME shall include the Autotune and Replacement Ground Station List parameters in
an XID it sends during a link establishment or handoff procedure.

6.5.4.4.11.2    General aircraft response. On receipt of an XID commanding an autotune, the aircraft
LME shall retune the aircraft radio to the new frequency and commence an aircraft-initiated handoff to the
chosen ground station.

6.5.4.4.11.3    Exceptional cases. If the aircraft LME cannot perform the autotune, it shall transmit an
XID_CMD_LCR (P=0); the current link shall not be affected.

6.5.4.4.12    Expedited subnetwork connection management. If a LME implements this section, then it
shall set the “v” bit in both the AVLC Specific Options and in the Connection Management parameters to 1;
otherwise it shall set them to 0. This section shall only be applicable for the link establishment, air initiated
handoff, and ground initiated handoff processes.

6.5.4.4.12.1    Initiating station of subnetwork connection management. To perform an expedited
subnetwork connection establishment or maintenance, the initiating LME shall include in the XID_CMD
the Expedited Subnetwork Connection parameter for each subnetwork connection that needs to be
established or maintained. The procedures for an expedited link establishment and maintenance shall be the
same as outlined in 6.5.4.4.4, 6.5.4.4.6 and 6.5.4.4.8.

6.5.4.4.12.2    General responder action. If the responding LME receives a XID_CMD with one or
more Expedited Subnetwork Connection parameters, it shall confirm subnetwork connection establishment
or maintenance by sending an XID_RSP containing the parameters as per Table 6-51. The responding LME
shall attempt to establish or maintain the specified subnetwork connections as outlined in 6.6.6.3. The
responding LME shall include in the XID_RSP the CALL CONFIRMATION or CLEAR REQUEST
responses (i.e. in the Expedited Subnetwork Connection parameter) and any optional parameters for which
it is not using the default values. The ground LME shall not process the Expedited Subnetwork Connection
parameters if it includes the Autotune parameter in the XID_RSP.
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6.5.4.4.12.3    Exceptional cases. If the responding LME can not support the expedited subnetwork
connection establishment or maintenance but can support the link establishment or handoff, it shall respond
with XID_RSP with the Connection Management “v” bit set to 0 and shall not include the Expedited
Subnetwork Connection parameters in the XID_RSP. If T3min expires, the responding LME shall include
all responses (i.e. CALL CONFIRMATION or CLEAR REQUEST) that it has received up to that point in
the XID_RSP. Any late responses from respective DTE(s) shall be sent to the initiating LME in INFO
frames.

Note.— All XID_CMD retransmissions will cause the responding LME to respond with the same
XID_RSP without further processing. All late subnetwork connection responses from ground DTEs will not
be included in the retransmitted XID_RSP.

6.6  SUBNETWORK LAYER
PROTOCOLS AND SERVICES

6.6.1  Architecture for Modes 1 and 2

The subnetwork layer protocol used across the VHF air-ground subnetwork for VDL Modes 1 and 2 is
referred to formally as a subnetwork access protocol (SNAcP) and shall conform to ISO 8208, except as
noted belowspecified in the Manual on VDL Technical Specifications. The SNAcP is referred to within this
documentthe Mode 1 and 2 portion of the Manual on VDL Technical Specifications as the subnetwork
protocol. If there are any differences between this documentthe Manual on VDL Technical Specifications
and the cited specifications, this documentthe Manual on VDL Technical Specifications shall have
precedence. On the air-ground interface, the aircraft subnetwork entity shall act as a DTE and the ground
subnetwork entity shall act as a DCE.

Subnetwork layer protocol access points, services, packet formats, parameters and procedures for VDL
Modes 1 and 2 are specified in the Manual on VDL Technical Specifications.

6.6.1.1    Access points. The subnetwork service access point (SNSAP) shall be uniquely identified by
the subnetwork data terminal equipment (DTE) address. SNSAPs shall define the subnetwork point of
attachment (SNPA) used by the service primitives that define the subnetwork service to the subnetwork
dependence convergence protocol.

6.6.2  Architecture for Mode 3

The subnetwork layer used across the VHF air-ground subnetwork for VDL Mode 3 provides the
flexibility to simultaneously support multiple subnetwork protocols.  The currently defined options are to
support ISO8473 Connectionless Network Protocol and to support ISO8208 as defined in the Manual on
VDL Technical Specifications.  The Manual on VDL Technical Specifications shall have precedence with
respect to any differences with the cited specifications.  For the ISO8208 interface, both the air and ground
subnetwork entities shall act as DCEs.

Subnetwork layer protocol access points, services, packet formats, parameters and procedures for VDL
Mode 3 are specified in the Manual on VDL Technical Specifications.

 6.6.2  Services

This section specifies the services offered by the subnetwork sub-layer. The services are described in an
abstract manner and do not imply any particular implementations. The services provided by the subnetwork
to the subnetwork service user shall include the functions described in 6.6.2.1 through 6.6.2.4.
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6.6.2.1    Subnetwork connection management. A variety of ISO 8208 packet types, procedures, and
facilities shall be used to establish, terminate, and manage connections across the subnetwork. Connection
status information shall be maintained at both ends of the connection. Connection status information shall
also be maximized to ensure that the minimum amount of information is passed with each data transfer
phase transmission and that ground system operational control of the subnetwork is maximized.

6.6.2.2    Packet fragmentation and reassembly. This subnetwork capability shall allow the fragmenting
of large data units passed from the subnetwork user for transmission across the air-ground portion of the
subnetwork. Reassembly shall be performed at the receiving end of the subnetwork.

6.6.2.3    Error recovery. REJECT packet types shall be used for subnetwork-level error recovery. These
packets shall be sent between subnetwork entities to cause retransmission of invalid packets and to recover
from error response time-out states. Under no circumstances shall RESET or RESTART be used to recover
from an error that can be handled by REJECT. Aircraft DTEs shall accept REJECT packets and should
retransmit the specified packets.

6.6.2.3.1    Recommendation.— The ground DCE with which an aircraft has a VDL link should not
clear subnetwork connections on receipt of REJECT packets but should retransmit the specified packet.

6.6.2.4    Connection flow control. DATA packet sequence numbering combined with the use of a
sliding window shall be used for passive flow control.

6.6.2.4.1    Recommendation.— Receive not ready (RNR) packets should not be used for explicit flow
control.

Note.— The use of explicit RNRs requires a subsequent packet to clear the f2 (DXE RECEIVE NOT
READY) state (see ISO 8208). The RNRs and subsequent RR frames will cause more RF utilization than
would be caused by merely delaying the acknowledgment.

  6.6.3  Packet format

Except as qualified below, the packet format shall be as specified in ISO 8208, Section 12. During call
setup, VDL shall use the extended format in conjunction with the fast select facility.

6.6.3.1    General format identifier. The Qualifier bit (Q-bit) in DATA packets shall be set to 0 in VDL.
Modulo 8 sequencing shall be used in the VDL.

Note.— A subnetwork entity may receive a CLEAR CONFIRMATION with the appropriate cause code
if the peer subnetwork entity wants to use modulo 128 sequencing.

6.6.3.2    Calling and called DTE addresses. Calling and called DTE addresses shall be as detailed in
6.6.3.2.1 through 6.6.3.2.3.

6.6.3.2.1    Encoding. Octet 5 and consecutive octets shall consist of the following addresses, in order:

a)      called DTE address; and

b)      calling DTE address.

6.6.3.2.1.1    Address field. This variable length field is known informally as the address field. The
address field shall be encoded in a BCD form. When appropriate, the address field shall be rounded up to
an integer number of octets.
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6.6.3.2.2    Aircraft DTE address. The aircraft DTE address shall be the BCD encoding of the octal
representation of the 24-bit ICAO aircraft address.

6.6.3.2.3    Ground DTE address. The VDL subnetwork-specific ground DTE addresses shall be the
BCD encoding of the ADM, and optionally the ARS field (from the NET, as defined in the ATN Manual).
It shall be sent in the Called Address Extension facility. Bit 8 of the first octet after the facility code shall be
set to 1 and bit 7 shall be set to 0. The Called Address shall not be included when using VDL subnetwork-
specific ground DTE addresses.

6.6.3.2.4    Ground network DTE addresses. If the ground LME indicates support of ground network
DTE addresses during link establishment, it shall accept and process addresses which follow the format
used in the ground network. All CALL REQUESTs from the ground shall use, as the Calling Address, the
ground DTEs X.121 address.

Note.— This facility allows addressing of ground DTEs other than those associated with the ATN
routers in the list of ATN router NETs. It requires however that the aircraft system management entity
(SME) know or be informed via an application exchange of the address of the DTE in the ground network.

6.6.3.3    Call user data field. The fast select facility shall be used to carry the VDL mobile SNDCF Call
User Data, including the intermediate system hello (ISH) PDU.

Note.— This reduces the number of transmissions required to setup the various layers. Refer to the
Manual of the Aeronautical Telecommunication Network (ATN) (Doc 9578), Chapter 11.

6.6.3.4    Packet types. All packet types (except the INTERRUPT, INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION,
and RECEIVE NOT READY) shall be used in the VDL. Packet encoding shall be as specified in ISO 8208.

6.6.4  Subnetwork layer service
system parameters

The parameters listed in Table 6-52 shall be used in the subnetwork protocol. Except as noted in 6.6.6, the
description of function and procedures shall be as documented in ISO 8208. For all parameters, Table 6-52
indicates the configured or negotiated values that shall be used by the aircraft DTE and the ground DCE.
T21, T23, and R23 shall also apply to the ground DTE.

6.6.4.1    Packet size. The Packet Size shall be negotiated via the flow control parameter negotiation
facility or Nonstandard Default Packet Size facility to be the value in Table 6-52 appropriate to the mode
for both directions.

6.6.4.2    Parameter W (transmit window size). The parameter W shall be the maximum number of
outstanding sequentially numbered data packets that may be transmitted before an acknowledgement is
required. In the absence of negotiations via the nonstandard default window size facility or the flow control
parameter negotiation facility, this parameter shall be as per Table 6-52. W shall be negotiated to the same
value in both directions.

Note.— This parameter is identical to the standard ISO 8208 parameter W.

6.6.4.3    Parameter A (acknowledgment window size). This parameter, A, shall be the minimum number
of frames the receiver shall receive before it generates an RR packet. Parameter A shall not be separately
negotiated, but be set to the smallest integer greater than or equal to the value of one-half of parameter W.

Note.— The purpose of the acknowledgment window is to reduce the probability that an explicit
acknowledgement needs to be sent. The acknowledgment window is set to one-half of the transmit window
to reduce the probability that a station will go into flow control.
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  6.6.5  Effects of layers 1 and 2
  on the subnetwork layer

The subnetwork layer virtual circuit shall be valid only on the underlying link layer connection over which
it was established.

6.6.6  Description of procedures

Except where noted in 6.6.6.1 through 6.6.6.5, the provisions of ISO 8208 shall apply between the aircraft
DTE and the ground DCE. If a ground DCE receives an unsupported packet layer facility, it shall either
process the CALL REQUEST without altering the facilities or shall send a CLEAR CONFIRMATION.

6.6.6.1    Supported facilities. Table 6-53 lists options and facilities, documented in ISO 8208, that shall
be supported by VDL.

6.6.6.2    Unsupported facilities. Table 6-54 lists the facilities, documented in ISO 8208, that shall not
be supported by the VDL.

6.6.6.3    Subnetwork establishment and connection management. The subnetwork establishment and
connection management options used shall be chosen as required by the operational conditions.

6.6.6.3.1    Subnetwork entity initialization. The ground DCE shall be initialised on receipt of a valid
XID_CMD_LE. The aircraft DCE shall be initialised on receipt of a valid XID_RSP_LE.

Note.— Only the subnetwork entities corresponding to the link on which the
XID_CMD_LE/XID_RSP_LE is received will be initialized. The entities assigned to other links will not be
affected.

6.6.6.3.2    Subnetwork connection establishment. Only aircraft DTEs shall request subnetwork
connection establishment in the VDL subnetwork.

6.6.6.3.2.1    Explicit subnetwork connection establishment. Immediately after link establishment, the
aircraft DTE shall attempt to establish a subnetwork connection to at least one ground DTE. The aircraft
DTE shall request a single subnetwork connection per ground DTE by the transmission of a CALL
REQUEST packet specifying the ground DTE address in the Called Address field. On receipt of the CALL
REQUEST, the ground DCE shall attempt to establish a subnetwork connection to the specified DTE. A
CALL CONFIRMATION packet shall be sent to the aircraft DTE if the connection is established;
otherwise a CLEAR REQUEST packet including a diagnostic specifying the cause of failure shall be sent.
The ground DCE shall use the Called Line Address Modified Notification facility to inform the aircraft
DTE of the ground DTE's X.121 address.

Note.— The Calling Address field in CLEAR CONFIRMATION packet will contain the Aircraft DTE
address.

6.6.6.3.2.2    Expedited subnetwork connection establishment. An aircraft LME initiating expedited
subnetwork connection establishment shall implement this section. The aircraft LME shall invoke the
procedures described in 6.5.4.4.12 when connecting to a ground LME indicating support for expedited
subnetwork connection procedures. The aircraft DTE shall reissue CALL REQUESTs for those logical
channels for which responses (i.e. either a CALL CONFIRMATION or a CLEAR REQUEST) were not
included in the XID_RSP_LE. The ground DCE shall use the Called Line Address Modified Notification
facility to inform the aircraft DTE of the ground DTE's X.121 address.
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Note 1.— The CLEAR CONFIRMATION, if required, will be transferred in an INFO frame.

Note 2.— The Calling Address field in CLEAR CONFIRMATION packet will contain the Aircraft DTE
address.

6.6.6.3.3    Subnetwork connection maintenance. During link establishment a ground DCE shall indicate
its available routers in the ATN Router NETs parameter and the aircraft LME shall then attempt to maintain
all subnetwork connections.

Note.— For subnetwork connections to be maintained across ground station changes, the LME gives
preference in choosing a new ground station to ground stations indicating accessibility to the DTEs to
which subnetwork connections already exist.

6.6.6.3.3.1    Explicit subnetwork connection maintenance. To explicitly request subnetwork connection
maintenance to a ground DTE, an aircraft DTE shall send a CALL REQUEST packet to the ground DTE
with a fast select facility containing a VDL mobile SNDCF Call User Data Field indicating a request to
maintain SNDCF context. If the ground DTE can accept the call, it shall respond with a CALL ACCEPTED
packet with a fast select facility containing a VDL mobile SNDCF Call User Data field indicating whether
the SNDCF context was maintained. If the DTE or a DCE is unable to accept the call, it shall send a
CLEAR REQUEST packet to the aircraft DTE including a diagnostic specifying the cause of failure. The
ground DTE shall use the Called Line Address Modified Notification facility to inform the aircraft DTE of
the ground DTE's X.121 address.

6.6.6.3.3.2    Expedited subnetwork connection maintenance. An LME initiating expedited subnetwork
connection maintenance shall implement this section. If both the aircraft and ground LMEs support
expedited subnetwork procedures, then the procedures described in 6.5.4.4.12 shall be invoked. The
initiating DTE shall reissue CALL REQUESTs for those logical channels for which responses (i.e. a CALL
CONFIRMATION or a CLEAR REQUEST) were not included in the XID_RSP_HO. A ground DTE shall
set the Calling Address field to its X.121 address. The ground DCE shall use the Called Line Address
Modified Notification facility to inform the aircraft DTE of the ground DTE's X.121 address.

Note.— The CLEAR CONFIRMATION, if required, will be transferred in an INFO frame. How the
ground LME obtains the CALL REQUEST packet(s) (in ground-initiated handoffs) is outside the scope of
this document.

6.6.6.3.3.3    Broadcast subnetwork connection maintenance. In order to set the “bs” bit in the XID
AVLC Specific Options parameter to 1, an LME shall support this section. The procedures described in
6.5.4.4.10 shall be invoked for each aircraft that indicates support for broadcast subnetwork procedures.
The ground DTE and DCE and aircraft DTE shall assume those subnetwork connection have been
maintained per 6.5.4.4.10. If an aircraft DTE cannot accept a call, it shall send a CLEAR REQUEST. If the
ground DTE indicated that it maintained the SNDCF context but the aircraft DTE cannot maintain the
SNDCF context, it shall send a CALL REQUEST indicating that the SNDCF context is not to be
maintained.

Note.— The CLEAR CONFIRMATION, if required, will be transferred in an INFO frame. How the
ground and aircraft LME know how to create the calls with their associated negotiated facilities is outside
the scope of this document.

6.6.6.4    Error handling. An aircraft DTE or ground DCE shall send a CLEAR REQUEST, RESET
REQUEST, or RESTART REQUEST packet only for recovery from a DTE failure. When an aircraft DTE
or ground DCE receives a packet with a bad sequence number, it shall transmit a REJECT, as specified in
ISO 8208, Section 13.4.
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6.6.6.5    Acknowledgments. An RR packet shall be generated only when a valid DATA packet is
received with a P(s), which closes the acknowledgment window. The aircraft DTE or ground DCE shall
transmit an RR packet acknowledging the outstanding packets as soon as it is able.

6.7  THE VDL MOBILE
SUBNETWORK DEPENDENT

CONVERGENCE FUNCTION (SNDCF)

6.7.1  VDL Modes 1 and 2 SNDCF

The following subparagraphs define the SNDCF requirements for the Modes 1 and 2 SNDCF.

6.7.1.1  Introduction.  The VDL Modes 1 and 2 mobile SNDCF shall be the standard mobile SNDCF.

6.7.1.2  New function.  The VDL Modes 1 and 2 mobile SNDCF shall support maintaining context (e.g.
compression tables) across subnetwork calls. The SNDCF shall use the same context (e.g. compression
tables) across all SVCs negotiated to a DTE, when negotiated with the same parameters. The SNDCF shall
support at least 2 SVCs sharing a context.

Note.— Because handoffs can be expected to reorder packets, certain compression algorithms do not
lend themselves to use over the VDL Modes 1 and 2. Further, implementors of dictionary-based
compression algorithms must be sensitive to the problem of updates arriving on either the old or newly
established call.

6.7.3  Call user data encoding.  The Call User Data field shall be as detailed in the ATN Manual, except
as modified belowwith modifications as specified in the Manual on VDL Technical Specifications.

6.7.3.1    ISH PDU. The ISH PDU shall be included in both the CALL REQUEST and CALL
CONFIRMATION packets.

6.7.3.2    Maintained/initialized status bit. The fifth bit of the compression technique octet (i.e. the sixth
octet of the Call User Data field) shall be the maintained/initialized (M/I) status bit which is used to indicate
whether the SNDCF context (e.g. the compression state) was maintained from an old SVC to a new SVC.

6.7.3.3    CALL REQUEST. If the calling SNDCF is requesting that the SNDCF context be maintained
from an existing call to the new call being established, it shall set the M/I bit to 1; otherwise, the M/I bit
shall be set to 0.

6.7.3.4    CALL CONFIRMATION. If the called SNDCF has successfully maintained the entire SNDCF
context to the new call being established, it shall set the M/I bit to 1; otherwise, the M/I bit shall be set to 0.

6.7.2  VDL Mode 3 SNDCF

The VDL Mode 3 mobile shall support one or both of two defined SNDCFs.  The first is the standard
ISO 8208 SNDCF as defined in the ATN Manual.  This is a connection oriented SNDCF.  The second type
of SNDCF supported by VDL Mode 3 is denoted frame-based SNDCF.  This connection-less oriented
SNDCF is specified in the Manual on VDL Technical Specifications, including network layer interface,
support for broadcast and unicast network packets, and ATN router support,.
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Note. —  The framed-based SNDCF is termed such because it uses the VDL Mode 3 frames without the
need for an additional protocol (viz. ISO 8208 SNDCF) to transfer network packets.  The frame-based
SNDCF achieves independence from the network protocol by identifying the payload of each frame.  Upon
receipt of a frame, the payload is examined and control is passed to the protocol identified.

6.8  Voice Unit for Mode 3

6.8.1  Services

The Voice Unit shall provide for a transparent, half-duplex, “push-to-talk” audio and signalling interface
between the user and the VDL.  Two separate mutually exclusive voice circuit types shall be supported.

• Dedicated circuits: This shall provide service to a specific user group on an exclusive basis
with no sharing of the circuit with other users outside the group.  Access shall be based on a
"listen-before-push-to-talk" discipline.

• Demand assigned circuits: This shall provide voice circuit access which is arbitrated by the
ground station in response to an access request received from the aircraft station.  This type of
operation shall allow dynamic sharing of the channel resource increasing trunking efficiency.

6.8.1.1  Priority Access.  The Voice Unit operation shall support a priority override access for
authorized ground users.

6.8.1.2   Message Source Identification.  The Voice Unit operation shall support notification to the user
of the source of a received message (i.e., whether the message originated from an air or ground station).

6.8.1.3   Coded Squelch.  The Voice Unit shall support a coded squelch operation that offers some
degree of rejection of undesired cochannel voice messages based on the burst time of arrival.

6.8.2  Speech encoding, parameters, and procedures

Speech encoding definition, voice unit parameters, and procedure descriptions for VDL Mode 3 Voice Unit
operation are specified in the Manual on VDL Technical Specifications.


